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Abstract 

 

Owing to their extraordinary ability to interacting with external stimuli as well as 

their versatile functionalities hardly observed in bulk systems, micro- and nano-scale 

materials, structures, and phenomena have been the subject of increasing interest from 

both academia and industry. Many diverse fields including optoelectronics, photonics, 

bioengineering, and energy conversion have all shown significant increases in utilization 

of, and need for, micro/nano-scale features. To meet this demand scalable, practical, and 

efficient methodologies for small-scale manufacturing are called for. 

This thesis work addresses these issues while focusing on three main topics: (1) 

how micro/nano-scale structures and materials can be integrated into hybrid assemblies 

that can combine their complementary functionalities and extend applicability; (2) how 

these functional nanoarchitectures can be engineered in a continuous and scalable manner 

to increase the manufacturing throughput; and (3) how those two approaches can be 

coupled to the scalable buildups of functioncal nanoarchitectures to facilitate practical 

applications ranging from energy converters to optoelectronics/photonics. 

More specifically, a 3D-hierarchical hybrid assembly of functional zinc oxide 

nanowires (ZNWs) and electrically addressable carbon nanotubes (CNTs) is developed 

and its application to photoelectric energy conversion is investigated. A series of 

continuous and scalable nanomanufacturing technologies follow, realizing high-speed (up 

to 1 m/min) patterning of small-scale features down to sub-100 nm resolution; Roll-to-

Roll (R2R) process enables the continuous fabrication of large-area replica of desired 

pattern by continuously rolling the flexible master mold containing the counter-profiled 

pattern; NanoChannel-guided Lithography (NCL) can continuously create seamless and 

high aspect-ratio nanogratings by dynamically inscribing the cleaved grating mold edge 
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at a tilted angle over the liquid resist-coated surface; finally, Vibrational Indentation-

driven Patterning (VIP) accomplishes a template-free fabrication of micro/nano-scale 

gratings via the high-frequency periodic indenting of a ‘flat’ tool edge. The integrative 

scaling-up of functional nanodevices is then further implemented in two ways; first, the 

ZNW/CNT hybrids are processed into scalable thin film photodetectors via roll-

processing, achieving rapid photoresponse (< 0.3s) and high external quantum efficiency 

(> 35%); second, Photo Roll Lithography (PRL) is developed by combining conventional 

photolithography and continuous rolling, which realizes high-throughput fabrication of 

geometrically-tunable sub-micron patterns for transparent electrodes and plasmonic IR 

filters. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

1.1  Background and motivation 

Nanoarchitectures involving nanomaterials and nanoscale pattern structures are of 

great interests due to their ability to sensitively interacting with external stimuli such as 

light, force, and chemical species, as well as their extraordinary properties (e.g. 

mechanical, electrical, optical, and chemical) which are hardly observed in bulk systems. 

These outstanding characteristics found in nanoscale structures have led to a significant 

amount of research effort for their utilizations to a variety of applications ranging from 

optoelectronics to energy conversion devices[1-4]. 

There are two main approaches to achieve the nanostructures: ‘bottom-up’ 

synthesis and ‘top-down’ fabrication. Through a series of bottom-up procedures 

including chemical vapor deposition (CVD), catalysis, and solution chemistry, various 

nanomaterials with a diversity of structural configurations such as one-dimensional (1-D) 

structures (e.g. carbon nanotubes[5], semiconducting nanowires[6]) and 2-D thin films 

(e.g. graphene[7]) can be synthesized. These nanoscale constructs are attractive due to the 

high surface area along with the specific properties, yet are limited by their directly 

synthesizable length or area and by sometimes conflicting requirements for the 
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nanostructures both to convert or store energy carriers (e.g. by charge separation or 

intercalation), and to manipulate or transport electrons or photons. Therefore, both 

scalable engineering of individual nanostructures and multidimensional assembly of large 

numbers of complementary nanostructures into functional architectures that meet 

application-specific needs, are called for. 

Micro/nano-scale structures with diverse features can be fabricated by many top-

down micronanofabrication methods such as photo- or e-beam lithography[8] which 

however typically suffer from low throughput and high cost. Nanoimprint lithography 

(NIL)[1, 9] technology opens a way to high-throughput fabrication of nanostructures at 

great precision and low costs. NIL benefits from direct mechanical deformation of the 

resist material and therefore can realize resolutions beyond what conventional photo- or 

e-beam lithography can do that are limited by light diffraction or beam scattering. Since 

conventional NIL (i.e. thermal and UV) is basically a “stamping” process to replicate the 

micro/nanopatterns from the master ‘mold’ to another substrate, the productivity is 

critically dependent on the mold pre-fabrication step and the area a mold can be made up 

to. To avoid this bottleneck and to enable large-area nanopatterning at high speed, 

developing continuous, high-throughput, and scalable nanomanufacturing processes is 

highly requested. 

Rationally designing, feasibly manufacturing, and intensively studying the 

performance of functional nanoarchitectures at multiple length scales, which can be 

derived from either bottom-up or top-down, by integrating both methodologies, but 

universally underpinned by the understandings of capabilities and limitations of novel 

materials and structures, are indispensable towards the next-generation applications 
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ranging from clean-energy harvesters to flexible electronics that will bolster the future of 

our society. With that sense has this work begun. 

 

1.2  Nanostructures as functional building blocks: properties 

and applications 

This section provides an overview of several nanostructures that the thesis will 

deal with as functional building blocks with particular interests throughout the following 

main work chapters; first as the bottom-up synthesizable nanomaterials, carbon 

nanotubes (CNTs) and zinc oxide (ZnO) nanowires (NWs) will be introduced, and the 

nanograting structures will then be presented as the top-down fabricable nanostructures. 

While focusing on their remarkable properties and why and how these nanostructures can 

work as functional components, representative applications based on these structures will 

also be briefly discussed. 

 

1.2.1  Carbon nanotubes 

Since discovered by S. Iijima in 1991[10], carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have 

addressed enormous research interests as well as practical applications for decades due to 

their versatile and outstanding properties. CNTs can be depicted in one phrase as the 

seamless cylinders of carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal lattice[5], as illustrated in 

Figure 1.1[11]. Each carbon atom is bound to three adjacent ones in 120° lateral angle 

through σ-bonding within an atomically thin graphite layer (Figure 1.1a) which is 

wrapping around, and is continuing along, the cylinder axis. Depending on whether a 

CNT consists of one graphite wall or multiple walls concentrically stacked (where these 
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individual graphite layers are bound through van der Waals force as well as π-bonding 

along the in-plane direction with a spacing of ~0.34 nm), it can be categorized into a 

single-walled CNT (SWCNT; Figure 1.1b) and multi-walled CNT (MWCNT; Figure 

1.1c). Typical diameters range from 0.4 to 5 nm for SWCNTs and can be up to hundreds 

of nm’s for MWCNTs, while their lengths can be readily elongated up to mm scale by 

controlling the synthesis conditions (e.g. extended growth time). This structural nature of 

CNTs, as ‘nearly one-dimensional’ hollow carbon construct, leads to a diversity of 

extraordinary properties that are hardly found in other natural or bulk carbon structures 

such as planar graphite or carbon black. 

 

Figure 1.1  Schematic illustrations of (a) a single graphite layer where carbon atoms are 

laterally connected in the same plane, and (b) single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) 

and (c) multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) that are constructed by a single or 

multiple graphitic layer(s) wrapping around the tube axis (Figure source: Figure 1 in F. 

Kreupl, et al., IEEE Int. Elec. Devices Meeting 2004, Technical Digest, 2004). 

 

For instance, CNTs possess excellent electrical conductivity along with tunable 

band gap properties depending on their structural configurations[5, 12]. At first, since the 

band gap of a CNT is inversely proportional to the diameter, CNTs having the diameter 

larger than ~3 nm turn to have the band gap smaller than the room-temperature thermal 

energy, and therefore behave like metals[5]. Thus in geometrical point of view, almost all 
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MWCNTs are metallic while SWCNTs can be either metallic or semiconducting 

depending on their diameters as well as chirality[13]. Additionally, the free electrons 

originating from the inter-layer π-bonding groups existing in between the layers of a 

MWCNT contribute to their metallic behavior. 

The resistivity of ‘individual’ CNTs along the axis has been experimentally 

measured to be in 10
-4

-10
-6

 Ω-cm range[14]. While this value already indicates high 

conductivity of CNTs, we can practically obtain much reduced resistivity in most of the 

CNT structures containing multiple CNTs; a number of lateral electrical contacts formed 

among neighboring CNTs further increases the total conductivity of the CNT structure. 

Furthermore, room-temperature ballistic electron transport has been observed over µm-

scale distances in SWCNTs[15] as well as through parallel channels in MWCNTs[16]. 

Also, CNTs can carry a very high current density of up to 4 × 10
9
 A/cm

2
[17], which 

makes them very attractive for reliable electrical conductors and nanoelectronic templates. 

Along with such excellent electrical properties, CNTs also show remarkable 

mechanical, thermal, and (electro)chemical properties. MWCNTs show an exceptional 

mechanical properties (i.e. ~1 TPa in modulus and ~100 GPa in strength)[18] and have 

superb thermal conductivity higher than 3000 W/m-K[19]. A wide range of 

functionalizability of CNTs along with chemical robustness[20] further extend the use of 

CNTs for (electro)chemical and/or biological sensors and target-oriented templates (e.g. 

Li
+
, DNA) that often demand harsh chemical environment and long operation life. 

Encouraged by such a versatile set of outstanding properties of CNTs, there have 

been a myriad of applications based on individual or combinative properties of CNTs. 
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Field-effect transistors[15, 21, 22], (super-)capacitors[23-26], transparent conducting 

electrodes[27, 28], mechanically, thermally, or electrically enhanced nanocomposites[29-

31], chemical and biological sensors and actuators[32-36], energy converters[37, 38] and 

storages[39-42], and battery electrodes[43, 44] are just a few examples that have been 

demonstrated so far. Recently, the investigation and utilization of extraordinary optical 

properties of CNTs have also actively emerged, resulting in the demonstrations of perfect 

light absorbing metamaterials and optoacoustic ultrasound generators for bio therapy. Not 

limited to all above, a lot more will surely follow. 

 

1.2.2  Zinc oxide nanowires 

 

Figure 1.2  Various ZnO nanostructures (artificially colored) ranging from one-

dimensional nanowires, nanorods, and nanobelts, to multidimensional nanorings, 

nanocombs, nanobristles, and nanostars (Figure source: Figure 1 in Z. L. Wang, Mater. 

Today, 2004). 
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Zinc oxide (ZnO) nanostructures have drawn significant research efforts in both 

academia and industry because of their wide structural configurations and diverse 

functionalities. Figure 1.2[45] shows several ZnO nanostructures whose structural 

configurations span from one-dimensional nanobelts and nanowires (NWs) to 

multidimensional nanobristles and nanosprings. Among those various structural formats, 

ZnO NWs (ZNWs), the one-dimensionally stacked crystalline ZnO structures, are 

particularly attractive in terms of the quantum confinement effects originating from their 

nanoscale one-dimensional architecture[46]. 

ZNWs are structured as hexagonal wurtzite where the tetrahedrally coordinated 

O
2-

 and Zn
2+

 ions are alternatively stacked along the c-axis (i.e. [0001] direction).Such a 

non-central symmetric structure of ZNWs along with large electromechanical 

coupling[46] induces piezoelectricity[3] and pyroelectricity[47] upon mechanical 

bending or exposure to temperature change. Besides, since ZnO is a wide band-gap 

(≈3.37 eV) n-type semiconductor with large exciton binding energy (≈60 meV), ZNWs 

show UV range photoluminescence[48] as well as UV-induced photoconductivity[49]. In 

addition, ZNWs show tunable electrical conductivity depending on the surrounding gas 

molecules, according to the reversible chemisorption mechanism of reducing gas species 

interacting with the oxygen molecules on the ZnO surface (thereby changing the ZnO 

conductivity)[50]. 

Capitalizing these versatile properties of ZNWs, a variety of applications have 

been extensively demonstrated, including: UV nanolasers and photodetectors[48, 51], 

piezoelectric nanogenerators[52, 53], transistors[54, 55], photovoltaic cells[56, 57], and 

sensors for chemical and biological molecules[50, 58-61]. However, the intrinsic high 
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resistivity of ZNWs (i.e. ~MΩ-cm scale[51]) may degrade the practical applicability of 

ZNWs by themselves, especially for high-current generation and/or sensitive 

photodetection; quenching this drawback, for example, through assembling with other 

electrically communicable nanostructures with higher electrical conductivity such as 

CNTs, will be one of the most important aspects elaborated in this thesis work. 

 

1.2.3  Micro/nano-gratings 

 

Figure 1.3  Various micro/nano-grating structures fabricated by nanoimprint lithography: 

(a) 250 nm linewidth polymer grating, (b) silicon nitride grating with 70 nm-wide 

trenches, and (c) 70 nm linewdith polymer grating replica imprinted using the mold 

shown in (b). (Figure source: Figure 8 in L. J. Guo, Adv. Mater., 2007). 
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The micro/nano-grating structures (Figure 1.3[9]), defined as the two-

dimensional parallel line arrays of orderly periods in micro/nano-scale dimension, 

deserve distinguishing attention over many top-down fabricable micro/nanostructures. 

Their simpler structures and thus easier fabrication methodologies but diverse 

functionalities assure the extensive usefulness and broad applicability for many 

fundamental components and applied devices. 

Beginning with one of the most straightforward examples, the metallic 

nanogratings having invisible nanoscale line structures, when patterned on transparent 

substrates, can directly serve as the transparent conducting electrodes for various 

electronic devices ranging from light-emitting diodes (LEDs)[62, 63] to solar cells[64, 

65]. Beyond those simple structure-oriented utilizations, the surface plasmon resonance 

(SPP) specifically found in nanoscale metallic grating structures, has extended their 

applications to optical instruments[66] and SPP-driven sensing devices[67, 68]. 

In the similar sense, as the geometrical parameters (e.g. period, height, width) of 

micro/nano-scale gratings are within the ‘sub-wavelength’ regime of light from UV to IR, 

the optical properties of incident light in desired wavelengths can be tuned, depending on 

the pattern geometry and structural configuration[69]. Therefore, these small-scale 

grating structures draw great interest for a variety of optoelectronic and photonic devices 

such as wire-grid polarizers[70, 71], anti-reflection films[72], and photonic color 

filters[73, 74]. As will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3.3[75], the sub-wavelength 

patterns particularly formed on the metal-insulator-metal (MIM) stack can manipulate the 

optical reflection or transmission in the way the natural optics system cannot realize. This 

character leads to the plasmonic ‘metamaterials’. 
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1.3  Goal and thesis outline 

This thesis encompasses two big streams: (1) hierarchical hybrid assembly of 

complementary and multiscale nanostructures, and (2) development of continuous and 

scalable nanomanufacturing processes beyond paradigmatic nanofabrication 

methodologies. These bottom-up and top-down approaches both aim the same big goal: 

the utilization of the functional micro/nano-architectures to useful devices in 

scalable way which has been materialized in the following chapters; 

Chapter 2 demonstrates the fabrication and characterization of hybrid 

architectures of ZnO NWs (ZNWs) grown on organized carbon nanotubes (CNTs). This 

functional hybrid system is implemented by a two-step CVD process involving CNT 

growth from a hydrocarbon source followed by ZNW growth using a Zn metal source. 

By taking a look at ZNWs and CNTs as separate functional building blocks, it will be 

emphasized how the hierarchically assembled ZNW-CNT hybrid structures can 

complement the drawbacks of each component and achieve synergetic functionalities. 

Detailed characterizations and analyses of the ZNW/CNT hybrid system are carried out, 

finalized by its application to photoelectric energy conversion. 

Chapter 3 presents the continuous and scalable nanomanufacturing processes and 

their direct applications to optoelectronics and photonics. Beginning with the Roll-to-Roll 

(R2R) NIL, consistent efforts are made to increase the processing throughput and reduce 

the prerequisite steps while preserving the nanoscale resolution. We develop 

NanoChannel-guided Lithography (NCL) that utilizes the horizontal inscribing of cleaved 

molds, and Vibrational Indentation-driven Patterning (VIP) that makes use of the vertical 
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vibrating indentation of flat tools. It will be spotlighted that the preparation labor of 

master molds in terms of pre-fabrication and size/area can be significantly reduced from 

R2R to NCL, and even can be totally eliminated in VIP. 

Chapter 4 describes the integrative practice of scaling up of functional 

nanoarchitectures in practical and feasible fashion, by combining the bottom-up grown 

functional hybrid nanostructures, novel top-down nanomanufacturing methods, and even 

conventional nanofabrication process. We first demonstrate the scalable fabrication of 

ZNW/CNT thin film devices through roll processing, toward anisotropic and rapid-

responsive photodetectors and high photocurrent generators; then we introduce Photo 

Roll Lithography (PRL) that enables the continuous photolithographic fabrication of 

various micro/nano-scale features that are capitalized to transparent conducting 

electrodes and band-tunable IR filters. 

Chapter 5 summarizes the findings and contributions of this work from 

perspective of scientific significance, engineering innovation, and practical usefulness, 

followed by the outlook for what may come next to broaden and deepen the reach of this 

work. 
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Chapter 2  

Electrically Addressable Hybrid Assemblies of 

Zinc Oxide Nanowires and Carbon Nanotubes and 

Their Energy Conversion Characteristics 

(The work described in this chapter is from: J. G. Ok, S. H. Tawfick, K. A. Juggernauth, 

K. Sun, Y. Zhang, and A. J. Hart, Advanced Functional Materials 20, 2470 (Aug 2010).) 

2.1  Three-dimensional hierarchy comprising complementary 

nanostructures 

A typical and the simplest format of nanostructures may be 1-D nanowires (NWs) 

or nanotubes (NTs), where a large number (typically greater than 10
10

 cm
-2

) of NTs or 

NWs is grown from the substrate surface typically catalyzed[76]. Depending on the 

characteristics of the structures and synthesis methods, the vertical alignment is achieved 

by crystallographic interactions with the substrate (e.g. ZNWs on sapphire[77]) and/or by 

crowding among the structures during the initial stages of growth (e.g. CNT ‘forests’[78]). 

Beyond the synthesis and applications of myriad 1-D nanostructures made of 

individual materials[76, 79], recent efforts have also explored the nanoscale 

heterostructures that combine the attributes of multiple materials. For example, 

“superlattice” nanowires (NWs) with alternating material segments are made by cycling 

the precursor chemistry during growth[80], or by sequential filling of porous 
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templates[81, 82]. Core-shell architectures are made by sequentially depositing nanoscale 

films on the outer surfaces of NWs, and these can function individually as photovoltaic 

cells[83, 84]. Branched structures are made by seeding the outer surfaces of NWs with 

catalyst to cause additional NWs or nanotubes (NTs) to grow in a simultaneous or 

sequential fashion[85-88]. Also, many types of metal, oxide, polymer, and semiconductor 

nanoparticles (NPs) have been placed on the outer surface of carbon nanotubes 

(CNTs)[20, 41, 43, 89-92]. 

While extensive research has demonstrated the unique size and structure-

dependent properties of these and many other nanostructured building blocks, relatively 

few scalable approaches exist for creating functional hybrid architectures in three 

dimensions. In that context, a promising hybrid 3-D construct could be created using an 

array of vertically aligned and electrically conducting nanostructures as the substrate for a 

second type of nanostructure having complementary properties. Such hierarchically 

structured materials having a high density of nanoscale junctions between complimentary 

materials (e.g. conductors and semiconductors) along with large interfacial areas will be 

significantly beneficial for energy conversion and storage technologies[2]. 

 

2.2  Carbon nanotubes as templates for functional nanowire 

integration 

CNTs[93, 94] are particularly attractive as scaffolds and templates for forming, 

connecting, and addressing other types of nanostructures since they are electrically 

conductive (all multi-wall CNTs (MWNTs) and statistically 33% of single-wall CNTs) 

and mechanically robust, and their surfaces can be modified chemically[20]. Further, 
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vertically aligned CNT “forests” can be grown on diverse substrates including silicon 

wafers[95], metal foils[96], and advanced fibers[97, 98]; and chemical vapor deposition 

(CVD) methods in combination with ordinary lithography can create patterned and 

molded[99] CNT forests over length scales ranging from micrometers to millimeters. 

Previous approaches to fabricating complementary nanostructures involving 

CNTs include assembly of axial heterojunctions (e.g. Si[100], Ni[101], Ag[102], 

Au/Cu[82], or Sn[103]) and synthesis of nanostructures (e.g. MnO2[104], GaN[105], 

Pt[106], and TiO2[107]) on the surfaces of CNTs, but have practical limitations. 

Fabrication of CNT-based axial heterostructures often requires the step of template 

preparation (e.g. anodized aluminum oxide[82, 101, 102]) and later removal of the 

template. Additionally most methods to attach or grow other nanostructures onto CNTs 

have used solution chemistry which is advantageous due to its low temperature, yet is 

extremely slow and can undesirably alter the morphology of forests due to capillary force. 

In the following sections, a more versatile and scalable method based on the step-

wise CVD approach is introduced for building hybrid 3-D architectures of oxide NWs on 

vertically aligned CNTs. The hybrid structures are made by a two-step CVD process 

involving growth of vertically aligned CNTs from catalyst NPs on a silicon wafer, 

followed by catalyst-free NW growth on the CNT surfaces by thermal evaporation of a 

pure metal or metal oxide source in the presence of oxygen. Importantly, the CNTs 

withstand the oxidative growth process for NWs and establish electrical contact to the 

NWs. The NWs uniformly and conformally coat the surfaces of individual CNTs and 

CNT bundles throughout CNT forests, realizing 3-D hybrid nanoarchitectures. 
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2.3  Hybrid architectures of zinc oxide nanowires grown on 

carbon nanotubes 

Zinc oxide (ZnO) NWs[108] have been investigated for applications including 

light-emitting devices[48] and vibrational energy harvesters[52]. ZnO NWs (herein called 

ZNWs) have a wide band-gap (3.37 eV), large exciton binding energy (60 meV), and a 

non-central symmetric wurtzite crystal structure. They also exhibit UV 

photoluminescence (PL)[48] and piezoelectricity[52]. However, despite recent progress 

in the synthesis of ZNW arrays by high temperature vapor-liquid-solid (VLS)[108] and 

vapor-solid (VS)[109], as well as by low temperature aqueous solution methods[110], the 

performance and practical feasibility of resulting ZnO-based devices is limited by the 

lengths of ZNWs which are typically no more than 1-20 µm. As a result, the power 

output of ZnO-based energy harvesters has been scaled up by stacking and wiring 

multiple substrates each holding NW arrays[111]. While this is effective, the relatively 

short NW length means that the volumetric performance of such a device is dominated by 

the substrate size, and device fabrication and assembly requires multiple delicate 

sequences. by photoconductive behavior and photocurrent generation of the hybrid 

material under UV illumination. 

 

2.3.1  Synthesis of hybrid ZNW/CNT structures 

In order to create hybrid NT/NW architectures by simultaneously or sequentially 

performing two CVD processes, the respective process conditions and structures must be 

chemically and thermally compatible. The following subsections will discuss several 

ZNW growth methods to find the right conditions to achieve hybrid array. 
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2.3.1.1  Vapor-Liquid-Solid (VLS) growth: incompatible growth conditions 

We first attempted to grow ZnO/CNT hybrid structures following previously 

reported ZnO nanowire (ZNW) synthesis methods based on the high-temperature VLS 

process using Au catalyst[112]. In that process, ZNWs are grown using a ZnO/graphite 

powder mixture (1:1 mass ratio) as a source. The substrate is a-plane sapphire (i.e. Al2O3 

(1120) ) substrate having a 5 nm-thick Au film deposited by e-beam evaporation. The 

furnace is maintained at 950 °C, with 0.6-3 mbar pressure and 5-20 sccm air flow. CNTs 

are grown via the growth conditions described in Appendix A. 

 

Figure 2.1  (a) Vertically aligned CNTs (left) were destroyed when they were exposed to 

process conditions suitable for ZNW growth by the VLS method (right). (b) VLS-grown 

ZNWs (left) vanished after they underwent the CNT growth process (right). 

 

A CNT sample loaded in VLS-driven ZNW growth process is severely damaged 

because of the high-temperature oxygen environment (Figure 2.1a). Also, all ZNWs are 

destroyed after exposure to the CNT growth conditions at 775 °C under C2H4/H2, 

presumably due to reduction of ZnO (Figure 2.1b). It is observed that the exposure of 

ZNWs to hydrogen even for less than 30 seconds at 775 °C destroys the ZNWs and 

leaves only catalyst nanoparticles on the substrate. 
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2.3.1.2  Hydrothermal growth: undesirable structural alteration 

Hydrothermal growth of ZNWs can be conducted at very low temperatures (70-

200 °C) in liquid solution, and ZNWs were previously grown on CNTs by a 

hydrothermal method[113]; however, this process requires deposition of a nanocrystalline 

ZnO seed layer on the CNTs prior to ZNW growth, and needs a very long growth time 

(i.e. 12-48 hours). More importantly, surface tension forces from the ZnO growth 

solution inevitably cause elastocapillary aggregation of the CNTs,[114, 115] and this can 

undesirably alter the network morphology and prevent achievement of a well-organized 

hybrid array. 

2.3.1.3  Vapor-Solid (VS) growth: compatible ZNW growth on CNTs 

We find compatible conditions for growing ZNW/CNT hybrid structures in VS 

growth process using Zn metal source[116]. This is because the melting temperature 

(420 °C) of Zn is much lower than ZnO (1975 °C), and therefore a sufficient Zn vapor 

pressure for ZNW growth can be created at a much lower pressure. This in turn allows 

ZNW growth in an oxidizing low pressure environment at a temperature where the CNTs 

are not severely damaged by oxygen. Figure 2.2 shows the apparatus for growth of 

hybrid ZNW/CNT materials, where a controlled gas flow (air and He) is supplied using 

digital mass flow controllers (MFCs), and pressure is precisely modulated via automated 

feedback pressure control system. Since the temperatures at source and substrate 

locations are of great importance in growth characteristics, we measure the temperature 

profile inside the chamber at growth temperatures (Figure 2.3). This temperature profile 

is also used when calculating the critical radii at different conditions as will be following 
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later. Air provides oxygen to form ZnO, while He enables independent regulation of the 

Zn vapor concentration and downstream transport for control of NW growth. Unless 

otherwise noted, the structures shown in this work were grown on MWNT forests for 20 

minutes at 600 °C and 6 Torr, with a flow of 17.5 sccm air mixed with 20 sccm He. 

 

Figure 2.2  Schematic of the apparatus used for ZNW and CNT growth. For ZNW growth, 

a Zn foil in the center supplies Zn vapor as it is heated above its melting temperature 

under flowing air/He. The positions of the Zn source and CNT substrate are indicated by 

arrows. A CNT forest placed downstream serves as the substrate for ZNW growth. MFCs 

adjust the flows of air and He from the cylinders to the chamber inlet, and the pressure 

control system connected between the outlet of a chamber and the vacuum pump 

regulates the chamber pressure. 

 

 

Figure 2.3  Temperature profiles measured along the central axis of the furnace tube at 

different setpoint temperatures. 
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2.3.2  Structural analysis 

CNT forests which are initially black in color appear light gray to the naked eye 

after ZNW growth. The ZNWs grow uniformly and radially from the CNTs within the 

forest, as shown in scanning electron microscope (SEM) images (Figure 2.4). Notably, 

the aligned morphology of the CNTs is not disturbed by the ZNW growth process. 

Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis (Figure 2.5a) also confirms that 

the structures grown on CNTs consist of Zn and O. Further, grazing incidence X-ray 

diffraction (GI-XRD, Figure 2.5b) confirms that the coating is crystalline ZnO. 

 

Figure 2.4  Growth of ZNWs on vertically aligned CNT forests.  Schematic illustrations 

and SEM images show CNT forests before (a) and after (b) ZNW growth. SEM images 

were all taken from 45° tilted view, as indicated by arrows. ZNW growth is shown on 

both tangled CNT morphology of the top surface of the forest (1, 3) and the aligned CNT 

morphology of the forest sidewall (2, 4). 
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Figure 2.5  (a) EDX and (b) GI-XRD spectra taken from the top surface of a ZNW/CNT 

hybrid sample. EDX spectrum shows clear Zn and O peaks, and measured GI-XRD 

spectrum (top) reveals sharp peaks indicating highly crystalline samples which were 

identified as being the peaks corresponding to ZnO based on the ICCD card # for the line 

plot (bottom). 

 

 

Figure 2.6  Growth of ZNWs on the arrays of CNT “pillars” grown from lithographically 

patterned catalyst: (a) before and (b) after ZNW growth. The enlarged views of top 

surfaces and sidewalls before and after ZNW growth clearly show that ZNWs are 

uniformly grown on the entire surface of CNT pillars. The insets to pillar images 

illustrating the schematics of each case vividly demonstrate the total surface area of a 

construct can be significantly increased after ZNW growth. 
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ZNW growth penetrates uniformly into the CNT forest to a distance of 

approximately 15 µm; thus, growing ZNWs on CNT microstructures that are first grown 

from lithographically patterned catalysts can achieve fully 3-D ZNW growth over areas. 

An example of this is shown in Figure 2.6, and demonstrates in principle that a wide 

variety of hierarchical designs can be built by our process. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging of a hybrid ZNW/CNT bundle, 

shown in Figure 2.7, reveals precisely how the ZNWs extend from a nanocrystalline base 

layer that coats the CNTs. The ZNWs are approximately 300-500 nm long and 25-50 nm 

diameter, and notably this diameter is smaller than that of ZNWs typically grown on flat 

substrates from a powder source[77, 117]. As clearly observed in Figure 2.7b, the ZnO 

nanocrystals directly contact the outer walls of the CNTs. Lattice-resolved imaging and 

Selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) of an individual ZNW (Figure 2.7c) 

determines the lattice parameters a × cos 30° = 2.8 Å  and c = 5.2 Å , which are consistent 

with the exact values of a = 3.25 Å  and c = 5.21 Å [118]. Therefore, the ZNWs have the  

 

Figure 2.7  TEM images of a hybrid ZNW/CNT bundle: (a) plain view of ZNW/CNT 

bundle with core diameter 100 nm and ZNW diameters 10-50 nm; (b) close view of 

ZnO-CNT interface showing intimate relationship between graphitic MWNT walls and 

ZnO nanocrystals; (c) view of the tip of an individual ZNW. The lattice-resolved image 

and accompanying electron diffraction pattern of the ZNW in (c) verify the typical 

wurtzite crystal structure and c-axis [0001] growth direction.  
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expected hexagonal wurtzite ZnO structure, and grow along the c-axis in the [0001] 

direction which is energetically favored[46]. 

Additional imaging confirms the polydispersity of ZnO crystal orientation with 

respect to the CNTs. For example, Figure 2.8 shows that ZnO crystals can nucleate 

directly on the CNT surface, and can also homogeneously branch at equal angles. In both 

cases, ZnO grows along the c-axis. Scanning TEM (STEM) with electron energy loss 

spectroscopy (EELS) (Figure 2.8d) discloses a sharp interface profile between ZnO 

(represented by the oxygen edge) and C, where the transition between O and C occurs 

completely within a distance of 2.5 nm. Establishing this intimate contact is necessary 

for transport across the ZNW/CNT interface, and thus is vital for devices and materials 

which combine the characteristic properties of multiple nanostructures. 

 

Figure 2.8  Growth of ZNWs from the interface of ZnO and a CNT. High resolution 

(HR)-SEM image (a) shows how ZNWs protrude (1) from a basal polycrystalline ZnO 

film that grows on the CNTs and how particular ZNWs meet at tetrahedral junctions 

emerging from the ZNW-coated CNT surface (2). TEM images demonstrate (b) 

tetrahedral and (c) normal growth of ZnO clusters on a CNT surface, which are to 

develop to ZNWs along the c-axis apparently distinguishable for each cluster by the 

lattice structure, as indicated by arrows. EELS line scan profiles (d) of C (using its K 

edge at 284 eV) and O (using its K edge at 532 eV) were taken along the A-B line across 

the ZnO-CNT interface marked in (c), indicating a clear and chemically stable boundary.  
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Figure 2.9  Conformal morphology of ZNW growth on the outer surfaces of aligned CNT 

assemblies: (a) a small group of CNTs, having initial diameter 20 nm; (b) a larger group, 

having initial diameter 100 nm and ZNW length 500 nm; and (c) a successively larger 

group having an irregular outer surface, showing how ZNW growth locally follows the 

morphology of the CNT substrate. 

 

To assess how the outer surfaces of CNTs behave as a substrate for ZNW growth, 

ZNWs were also grown on isolated groups of CNTs, which were created by printing 

CNTs from a forest onto a copper grid prior to ZNW growth. SEM examination of these 
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structures (Figure 2.9) reveals that the CNT surfaces are typically coated by a 

polycrystalline ZnO film, and that ZNWs extend from this base layer. We find that 

individual CNTs (or very small groups) act as suspended “strings” that support ZNW 

growth, and larger groupings of CNTs are coated with radially oriented ZNWs on their 

outer surfaces. Because a CNT forest contains isolated and bundled CNTs of varied 

aggregation[119, 120], we expect similar ZNW/CNT structures are present throughout 

the CNT forest. Thus, controlling the diameter, density, and hierarchical organization of 

CNTs within a forest using known methods[121, 122] of controlling the CNT growth 

catalyst and CVD conditions can determine the relative density of ZNWs in the final 

hybrid material. So far, we have found that the ZNW diameter does not noticeably 

change with the size of the CNT bundle. 

 

2.3.3  Photoluminescence analysis 

PL spectroscopy provides additional insight into the crystalline quality of the 

ZNWs and the interactions between the ZNWs and CNTs. Figure 2.10 shows the room-

temperature PL spectra of our hybrid ZNW/CNT material, measured at 325 nm excitation. 

The PL spectra demonstrate a sharp and intense near-band edge UV emission peak at 397 

nm, and a broad deep-level green emission peak at 550 nm. An as-grown, bare CNT 

sample does not show any PL sensitivity within the scanned wavelength range, which 

confirms the peaks shown in the ZNW/CNT sample are from the ZnO nanostructures. 

Also, the PL spectra of ZNW/CNT structures are invariant when the excitation 

wavelength is varied. The series of noisy peaks observed at around 450-490 nm is an 

artifact of the adhesive backing which was used to mount the ZNW/CNT sample to the 
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measurement substrate, as verified by the spectrum for the tape in Figure 2.10. The 

relatively sharp UV emission peak indicates that the sample is highly crystalline and of 

good structural quality. The broad decay observed here is also attributed to spectral 

overlap between the ZnO spectrum and artifacts from the mounting tape. 

 

Figure 2.10  PL spectra of the top surfaces of a ZNW/CNT sample and a bare CNT 

sample having the same geometry (1 × 1 cm lateral dimensions) taken at excitation 

wavelength of 325 nm. 

 

The deep-level visible wavelength (550 nm) peak is typically associated with 

defects in the ZnO structure[123] such as oxygen vacancies[124], and the broad peak 

centered at 525nm is attributed to the recombination of photogenerated holes with ionized 

oxygen vacancies[124]. It was also previously reported that the peak position of the green 

emission decreases from 520 nm to 506 nm with the diameter of ZNWs decreasing from 

100 nm to 25 nm[108]. This change was attributed to a greater fraction of oxygen 

vacancies present in the thinner nanowires, because the greater relative surface area of 

thinner nanowires favored a higher level of surface and sub-surface oxygen vacancies. 

The broad peak for our sample is thus indicative of the polydispersity in ZNW diameters 

grown on CNTs. The PL characteristics of both the ZNWs and the underlying film, and 
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the characteristics of the ZNW-CNT interface, must be investigated further to fully 

understand the PL behavior of the hybrid material. Further, while not an absolute 

measure, the intensity ratio of the near-band edge adsorption peak in the UV range to the 

deep-level emission peak in the visible range provides an indication of the crystallinity of 

the system[123, 125]. Thus, a strong, intense UV peak and a weak, broad visible peak 

indicate that the hybrid ZNW/CNT structures are highly crystalline with low defects. 

 

2.3.4  Mechanism of ZnO crystal growth on CNTs 

It is evident that CNTs facilitate abundant formation of ZnO nanocrystals on their 

surfaces, which then form ZNWs by continued growth. According to the VS mechanism 

that has typically been studied for NW growth on flat substrates[126], Zn atoms adsorb 

onto the substrate and migrate to defect sites (e.g. pits, protrusions) where they 

accumulate to form crystalline clusters[70]. In our case, it is likely that ZnO nanocrystals 

form both on the surfaces of individual CNTs and in the nanoscale “grooves” between 

adjacent CNTs that are held closely by van der Waals interactions. Zn is oxidized to ZnO 

upon interaction with the substrate, and as more Zn and O atoms are stacked on each ZnO 

grain, ZNWs grow preferentially along the [0001] direction which minimizes the total 

surface energy. After the stable clusters form, NW growth proceeds in the energetically 

favored [0001] direction. Previous research suggests NW growth is primarily fed by 

adsorption of adatoms onto the sidewalls of each NW and subsequent diffusion to the tips, 

where crystallization possibly occurs at advancing step edges arising from screw 

dislocations[86, 127-130]. If diffusion on the NW surface is much faster than self-

nucleation of clusters on the NW surface, the NW lengthens much faster than its diameter 
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increases, and this is a favorable condition for growth of long and slender NWs[131, 132]. 

Consistent with this mechanism, at short growth times (e.g. 5 minutes), we 

observe short ZNWs along with isolated ZnO nanocrystals on the CNTs (Figure 2.11). 

At longer times (20 minutes as shown in Figures 2.4 and 2.9), the ZNWs are longer and 

the CNT surfaces are fully covered by a polycrystalline ZnO film. We expect that ZNWs 

that grow at shallow angles with respect to the CNT surface are eventually incorporated 

in the ZnO film that coats the CNTs, and ZNWs that grow at larger angles to the substrate 

remain freestanding. As shown in Figure 2.8a, tetragonal and/or tetrahedral 

branching[133] of the ZnO also occurs. 

 

Figure 2.11  Conformal morphology of ZNW growth on the outer surfaces of aligned 

CNT assemblies: (a) a small group of CNTs, having initial diameter 20 nm; (b) a larger 

group, having initial diameter 100 nm and ZNW length 500 nm; and (c) a successively 

larger group having an irregular outer surface, showing how ZNW growth locally follows 

the morphology of the CNT substrate. 

 

Thus, the mechanism of ZNW growth on CNTs is analogous to that on flat 

substrates, and the initial formation of ZnO nanocrystals can be further understood by a 

classical model of nucleation and growth[134]. Zn atoms adsorb and diffuse on the CNTs, 

forming ZnO nanocrystals that must exceed a critical size that dictates a decrease in their 
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total free energy with continued growth. In other words, for a cluster of given size to be 

stable, its growth must create a net decrease in total free energy. This critical size is 

estimated by calculating the first derivative of the total free energy (G) of a nanocrystal 

with respect to its radius R, as fully described in Appendix B. Modeling the cluster as a 

hemisphere on a flat substrate and considering the change in surface energy due to nano-

scale curvature of the cluster (Figure 2.12), we find the free energy of formation (G) is 
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Here, 1 is the cluster surface energy (ZnO), 12 is the cluster-substrate interface 

energy (ZnO-C), v is the atomic volume, k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute 

temperature of the substrate, P is the pressure of the vapor precursor (determined from 

the source temperature), and P∞ is the equilibrium vapor pressure above the bulk surface 

at T. Also, by taking the first derivative of Equation (3-1), we obtain that the minimum 

stable radius R* (the critical radius) is 
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A critical limitation and simplification of this model is that the cluster contains 

only a single species; however, in our case Zn must interact with O to form ZnO, and it is 

not precisely known when and where Zn is oxidized during the atomic processes of 

adsorption, diffusion, and cluster formation. Further, all atoms needed to form a crystal of 

stable size do not arrive simultaneously. Thus, the dynamic stability of a crystal is 

affected by the diffusion and residence times of the adatoms on the substrate, which are 

not known. This model also does not consider the effects of substrate (CNT) curvature 
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and/or the nanoscale geometry of the nucleation sites, and the geometry of the ZnO-CNT 

interface will certainly determine the contact area per unit volume, and hence alter the 

contribution the ZnO-CNT interface to the total free energy. 

 

Figure 2.12  Analytical model of heterogeneous nucleation and growth of ZnO nano-

clusters: (a) diagram of a hemispherical Zn (or ZnO) cluster being formed on a substrate 

surface, having a diameter of R and consisting of N Zn atoms; plots (b) and (c) showing 

G versus R at different temperatures for the two limiting cases discussed in the text. Plot 

(b) applies when Zn vapor directly adsorbs to form Zn clusters which are later oxidized, 

and (c) applies when Zn vapor forms ZnO clusters immediately. 
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With these limitations in mind, we estimate the critical radius R* for two limiting 

cases: (I) where Zn vapor adsorbs to form Zn clusters which are later oxidized, and 

therefore P∞ is the vapor pressure of Zn at the substrate temperature; and (II) where Zn 

vapor forms ZnO clusters immediately, and therefore P∞ is the vapor pressure of Zn 

above ZnO at the substrate temperature. Substituting these and other parameter 

values[135-138] for our growth conditions as described in Appendix B, we get R*11.8 

nm for case (I) and 0.17 nm for case (II). Also, as T increases and temperature-

dependent parameters such as surface energy and vapor pressure therefore also change 

accordingly, G decreases for both cases (Figures 2.12b and 2.12c). 

According to these calculations, the critical cluster size is substantially smaller 

than the ZNW diameter observed in TEM images. Therefore, we can make two 

conclusions: (1) the cluster size does not directly determine the ZNW diameter, and (2) 

VS growth of ZnO on CNTs reflects competition between NW growth and 

polycrystalline film growth. As time proceeds, the balance between NW and film growth 

depends on the tendency to form new crystals via continuous nucleation, and the 

tendency to grow NWs from the initial crystals as their size increases, and clusters of a 

certain size much larger than the critical size for nucleation emerge in the [0001] 

direction as NWs. 

Further, we observed that film growth dominates over NW growth as the 

temperature increases (Figure 2.13). This corroborates the analytical prediction that the 

free energy of cluster formation G decreases as T increases; an increased tendency to 

form stable clusters would result in decreased mobility of Zn and/or ZnO atoms to the 
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tips of NWs. In the future, measurement of the growth kinetics and diameter and length 

distributions of ZNWs under different process conditions will shed more light onto the 

factors controlling the nucleation density and size of the nanostructures on CNTs. 

 

Figure 2.13  ZNWs grown on CNT forests at different furnace setpoint temperatures: (a) 

550 °C, (b) 600 °C, and (c) 650 °C. 

 

2.3.5  Yield and scalability 

Owing to the high surface area of the CNTs, the hybrid ZNW/CNT configuration 

increases the yield of ZNWs by a factor of 10
1
-10

3
 as compared to growth on a flat 

substrate of the same area. Also, the large mass ratio of ZNWs to CNTs, which will be 

imperative to achieve high performance for energy conversion applications, can  in 

principle be tuned by over a broad range (10
2
-10

4
) by controlling the CNT and ZNW 

dimensions within reasonable bounds. All these calculations are based on measurements 

of ZNW dimensions from TEM images. 

To quantify how our ZNW-CNT hybrid structures offer a significantly higher 

yield of ZNWs, as compared to a ZNW array grown on a flat substrate, we calculate the 

population of ZNWs grown on (1) a flat substrate and (2) an orderly, cylindrical CNT 
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bundle array. We consider that the CNT array has a distribution of bundle sizes (see 

Figure 2.9 for example), and we know that the outer surface of the bundle is the substrate 

for ZNW growth. Thus, we compare here CNT arrays with different bundle diameters. 

Figure 2.14 depicts schematics of each case with average geometrical parameters 

whose values are chosen based on our studies. For simplification, a ZNW is assumed as a 

cylinder, and a CNT bundle is regarded as a cylindrical solid structure where ZNWs grow 

only on the outer surface. For ZNWs, the average length (l), diameter (d), and spacing (s) 

were approximated based on our TEM images of the ZNW/CNT hybrids. Three different 

values of the diameter of CNT bundles (D) are chosen corresponding to SEM images of 

bundles shown in Figure 2.9. The CNT bundle spacing (S) is chosen to allow adjacent 

CNT bundles with ZNWs on surface to be placed without any overlapping to maintain 

geometrical compatibility. 

 

Figure 2.14  Comparative illustrations of the yield of ZNWs in (a) a flat substrate and (b) 

a CNT array, and the gemoetrical parameters defined for the calculations following. 

 

 

Table 2.1  Calculated number densities of ZNWs grown on CNT forests with different 

bundle diameters, denoted as the number of ZNWs per unit area of the Si substrate. 

ZNWs on flat substrate 

(Figure 2.14a) 

ZNW-CNT hybrid structures (Figure 2.14b) 

D = 10 nm D = 100 nm D = 1 µm 

4.00 × 1010 cm-2 6.16 × 1011 cm-2 5.19 × 1012 cm-2 1.57 × 1013 cm-2 

Yield ratio (hybrid:flat) 15:1 130:1 393:1 
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Table 2.1 summarizes the total numbers of ZNWs grown on an equal unit area 

(i.e. 1 × 1 cm) for (a) a ZNW array on a flat substrate and (b) a hybrid ZNW-CNT array. 

As the CNT construct can provide high surface area, the yield of ZNWs is higher by a 

factor of 10
1
-10

3
, depending on the diameter of CNT bundles. The CNT length is fixed to 

500 µm in all cases. 

When utilizing this ZNW-CNT hybrid material to a nanoscale energy conversion 

device such as an electrochemical battery or solar cell, the mass ratio of ZNWs to CNTs 

will also be an important factor to determine the energy density, for example, with the 

unit of [Wh/kg]. Figure 2.15 plots the mass ratio of ZNWs to CNTs versus the CNT 

bundle diameter D with different ZNW lengths, demonstrating that our hybrid 

architecture is beneficial to achieve high energy density per unit area of substrate. 

Therefore, this material may present a significant performance advantage if intimate 

electrical contact is established between the CNTs and ZNWs at a high density and over a 

large area, as will be investigated in details in the following section. 

 

Figure 2.15  Calculated mass ratio of ZNWs to CNTs in the hybrid architecture showing 

the increase in the yield of ZNWs and mass ratio (ZNW to CNT) achievable by 

introducing the ZNW/CNT hybrid architecture. 
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2.4  ZNW/CNT thin films as electrically addressable energy 

conversion devices 

 

2.4.1  Fabrication and characterization of anisotropic ZNW/CNT thin 

films 

To investigate the electrical characteristics of the ZNW/CNT hybrid architecture, 

and to demonstrate its energy harvesting properties, we fabricated thin film devices 

comprising laterally-aligned films of the hybrid material with integrated electrical 

contacts. Figure 2.16a depicts the fabrication procedure described in detail in Appendix 

A. Briefly, CNTs were grown from lithographically-patterned catalyst, then the CNTs 

were “rolled” to form a horizontally aligned CNT (HA-CNT) sheet[139], then Au elec-

trodes were deposited using shadow masks, and finally ZNWs were grown on the CNTs. 

 

Figure 2.16  Fabrication and characterization of a hybrid ZNW/CNT film for 

measurement of electrical and photoelectric properties. Schematic (a) depicts (1) CNT 

forest blade growth from lithographically patterned catalyst; (2) and (3) folding of CNTs 

to horizontal orientation using mechanical rolling and surface tension; (4) deposition of 

Au contacts by using shadow mask pattern; and (5) ZNW growth. Schematic of the final 

device (b) is accompanied by SEM images of ZNW morphology on CNT sheet with 1.5 

µm thickness.  
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 As seen in SEM images of the device (Figure 2.16b), ZNWs selectively grow on 

the CNTs in comparison to the surrounding substrate (i.e. smooth SiO2/Si surface), 

confirming that (consistent with the VS mechanism) the substrate surface roughness 

plays an important role in heterogeneous nucleation[140]. This attribute is further 

advantageous in self-patterning ZNW growth based on the substrate topography. 

 

Figure 2.17  Anisotropic electrical characteristics of ZNW/CNT sheets: (a) I-V curves 

before and after ZNW growth in the parallel (along the CNTs) and perpendicular (normal 

to the CNTs) configurations; (b) resistivity data, based on I-V measurements and sheet 

geometry, before and after ZNW growth; and (c) I-V measurement after an additional Au 

electrode is deposited on top of the ZNW layer, as shown in the accompanying schematic. 

Insets to (a) schematically show electron transport mechanism through aligned CNTs in 

parallel and perpendicular directions.  
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The electrical characteristics of the laterally-aligned films were measured using a 

4-point method before and after ZNW growth, both parallel and perpendicular to the 

CNT alignment direction. The I-V curves are shown in Figure 2.17a. As expected from 

the anisotropic organization of the film, the electrical conductivity is significantly larger 

along the CNT axis (“parallel” device), than perpendicular to the CNT axis 

(“perpendicular” device). This unique anisotropic behavior represents transport where the 

resistance is dominated by the characteristics (e.g. wall structure and defects) along 

individual CNTs in the parallel configuration; and primarily by electron hopping[141] 

between CNT sidewalls in the perpendicular configuration. 

The electrodes are deposited prior to ZNW growth and therefore contact the 

CNTs “under” the ZNWs. Because the anisotropic electrical conductivity of the film 

persists after ZNW growth, we conclude that the ZNW growth process does not alter the 

properties of CNTs. This corroborates our TEM images (Figure 2.7) that show intimate 

contact between the graphitic CNT walls and ZnO nanocrystals. Further, the electrical 

conductivity in both directions is slightly higher after ZNW growth, demonstrating that 

the ZnO nanostructures bridge the high-resistance contacts between neighboring CNTs, 

and can also possibly mitigate resistance at serious defects (i.e. kinks, breakages) along 

individual CNTs. Accordingly, the relative decrease in resistivity after ZNW growth 

(Figure 2.17b) is much larger (77%) for the perpendicular device than the parallel device 

(11%). The resistivity of ZNWs was previously measured to be 3.5 × 10
6
 Ω-cm[51], 

which is several orders of magnitude higher than measured for the CNT sheet in either 

direction. Therefore, even though the electrodes are connected by a continuous path of 

ZnO because the CNTs are coated with a thin ZnO film at the base of the NWs, electrical 
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transport through the ZnO has a negligible contribution to the overall transport through 

the device. 

We also measured the electrical transport across the ZnO/CNT interface by 

depositing a fifth Au electrode on top of the device after ZNW growth, resulting in a 

transport path through a series path of Au-ZnO-CNT-Au. The linearity of this I-V curve 

(Figure2.17c), in conjunction with the linearity of the I-V curves through the CNTs (Au-

CNT-Au; Figure2.17a) demonstrates Ohmic contact between ZnO and the CNTs. In 

other words, the ZnO and CNTs form a nonrectifying junction, which is expected[142] 

because MWNTs, which are metallic regardless of their chirality, have a lower work 

function (4.5-5.0 eV[143, 144]) than n-type semiconducting ZnO (5.3-5.4 eV[145]). 

 

2.4.2  Photoconduction and photocurrent generation of the ZNW/CNT 

hybrids 

Finally, we demonstrate that the ZNW/CNT hybrids are highly attractive building 

blocks for new energy conversion materials that couple the attractive properties of ZNWs 

and CNTs. As an initial step in this direction, the hybrid ZNW/CNT films demonstrate 

photoconductive behavior and photocurrent generation, with rapid dynamics, upon 

exposure to UV illumination. These tests were performed using the ZNW/CNT film with 

Au contacts in the parallel device configuration, and the intensity of illumination was 

controlled by changing the distance between the UV source and the device. An identical 

CNT sheet without ZNWs did not exhibit any of these photoresponsive characteristics. 

The configuration for these measurements is shown schematically in Figure 2.18a. 
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Figure 2.18  Photoelectric behavior of a hybrid ZNW/CNT thin-film device in the parallel 

configuration: (a) measurement configuration; (b) I-V curves upon 365 nm UV irradiation 

at different intensities; (c) time-resolved photocurrent generated by turning on and off the 

UV light without applied bias. Inset to (c) shows a single curve during 1 second UV 

exposure, demonstrating rapid photoresponse (0.5 seconds). 
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2.4.2.1  Photoconductive behavior 

First, in Figure 2.18b, we see that the resistivity of the ZNW/CNT film decreases 

slightly upon UV illumination, and the magnitude of this decrease is proportional to the 

UV intensity. This is well-known as the photoconductive effect[49], and the relatively 

small magnitude of the decrease in resistivity is consistent with our understanding that 

the electrical transport through the device is dominated by conduction through the 

underlying MWNTs which are metallic. Based on previous studies of ZnO 

photoconduction[49, 146, 147], we suggest that ambient O2 adsorbs on the ZNW surfaces 

and associates with free electrons from the n-type ZnO. When the device is illuminated 

with a photon energy exceeding the ZnO band gap (3.37 eV), electron-hole pairs are 

generated in ZnO. The photogenerated holes migrate to the surface along the potential 

slope created by band bending and discharge the adsorbed O2 ions, 

2 2( ) ( )h O ad O g           (2-3) 

The remaining free electrons enhance the conductivity of ZnO, and this 

marginally enhances the ZNW/CNT hybrid conductivity. 

Previous photoconductivity measurements of individual ZNWs made electrical 

contacts directly to the ZnO, which in combination with the low conductivity of ZnO 

results in significant photoconductive gains[146]. However, the comparatively slight 

enhancement of the ZNW/CNT conductivity in our study suggests that the additional free 

electrons are donated from the ZnO nanostructures to the CNTs, and these electrons have 

a measurable yet small effect on the CNT conductivity. Consistent with the 

photoconduction mechanism, there is no measurable change in conductivity when the 
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ZNW/CNT device is exposed to UV light in vacuum (Figure 2.19). Therefore, in the 

absence of oxygen interaction on the surface of ZnO, the photogenerated electron-hole 

pairs recombine within the material and do not contribute to conduction. 

 

Figure 2.19  I-V measurements of the ZNW/CNT hybrid film in vacuum environment.  

UV illumination has a negligible effect on the conductivity in vacuum. 

 

2.4.2.2  Photocurrent generation and response dynamics 

The ZNW/CNT film also produces a distinct electrical current when illuminated 

under zero bias, indicating that the hybrid material itself operates like a photovoltaic cell 

(Figure 2.18c). We suggest this current is generated by continuous turnover of the 

oxygen-mediated photoconduction mechanism. In other words, continuous adsorption 

and desorption of ionized surface oxygen collects photogenerated holes from the surface 

of the ZnO (the anode), while electrons flow into the CNTs (the cathode) and are 

collected by the circuit. Notably, this current is absent in vacuum, confirming that 

ambient oxygen is necessary to generate the photocurrent. The high surface area of our 

device increases the intensity of the photocurrent, even though the kinetics of oxygen 

adsorption and desorption may be slow. The external quantum efficiency (EQE) of this 
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behavior is approximately 1 %, at a UV intensity of 19.3 mW-cm
-2

. Under these 

conditions, the device generates 163.2 mA-cm
-2

 and 0.97 mV, as measured across the Au 

electrodes deposited at opposite extents of the film. 

The ability of the hybrid material to generate a photocurrent through the CNTs at 

zero bias indicates that electrons from the semiconducting (n-type) ZnO structures can 

readily transport to the metallic CNTs due to the ohmic contact between the CNTs and 

ZnO. Upon exciton generation inside the ZnO, photogenerated electrons from ZnO flow 

into the CNTs. The direction of the photocurrent is determined by the contact resistances 

between the Au electrodes and the ZNW/CNT film. The photocurrent flows to the 

electrode with the lowest contact resistance, and the direction of current flow does not 

change when the connections to the measurement circuit are reversed. 

Finally, the photoresponse dynamics are studied by switching the UV light on and 

off, with the device in air. The rates of increase and decay of the photocurrent are 

strikingly rapid, as it takes less than 0.5 second for the current to decay to below 1% of 

the steady illumination value at 0 V bias (inset to Figure 2.18c), and less than 1 minute to 

decay at 300 mV bias (data not shown). Comparatively, UV photodetectors based on 

individual ZNWs exhibit response times ranging from seconds to minutes[51, 146, 148], 

and photodetectors using polycrystalline ZnO thin films exhibit response times ranging 

from a few minutes to several hours[147]. The rapid response of the ZNW/CNT hybrid is 

attributed to the intimate contact between the ZNWs and CNTs, which enables rapid 

dissipation of carriers that remain in the ZnO after the illumination is turned off.  Hence, 

our material combines the large-area scalability of a thin film with the rapid response 

observed with individual NWs. 
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2.5  Summary 

We have demonstrated a suite of versatile methods for building hybrid 

architectures of ZNWs on aligned CNTs. The inherent scalability of the two-step CVD 

process, as well as the rolling and patterning methods used to fabricate functional hybrid 

sheets, suggest it will be possible to scale this process for efficient manufacturing. The 

CNTs are a true 3-D substrate that makes uniform and distributed electrical contact to the 

ZNWs, thereby overcoming an important obstacle to the use of aligned NWs that have 

been previously demonstrated on flat substrates. The UV-induced photoconductive 

behavior and photocurrent generation of the ZNW/CNT hybrids are examples of how this 

architecture may be used to efficiently couple the attractive properties of NWs in large 

numbers. These may take advantage of the utility of ZNWs in dye-sensitized solar cells, 

gas sensors, and piezoelectric devices. Our process is also scalable to virtually any CNT 

configuration, ranging from isolated CNTs in electronic devices, to bulk configurations 

like tangled films (“buckypapers”) and bulk powders. These are important steps toward 

next-generation nanoscale energy conversion and storage technologies. 
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Chapter 3  

Continuous and Scalable Nanomanufacturing 

Technologies and Their Direct Application to 

Optoelectronics and Photonics 

3.1  Manufacturing in small scale: demands and challenges 

There has been an increasing demand for sub-wavelength periodic structures in 

optoelectronics and photonics[149-151]. Fabrication of such micro/nano-scale structures 

has widely leaned on the optical lithography due to its reliability and matured protocols[8, 

152]. The principle of photo- or e-beam lithography, however, makes it difficult to scale 

the faithfully fabricable feature sizes down to sub-wavelength regime because of the 

nature of light diffraction or beam scattering. Also, its low throughput and limitation in 

scalable processing address the challenges to meet the emerging needs of large-area and 

low-cost manufacturing of practical micro/nano-engineered devices. In this regard, a 

series of efforts have been made to find alternative methodologies to afford the sub-

wavelength scale fabrication, such as laser interference lithography[153], plasmonic 

nano-ruling[154], and block copolymer-assisted patterning[155, 156]. 

In particular, NanoImprint Lithography (NIL)[9] provides an unique solution to 

achieve sub-10 nm spatial resolution with high precision and great reproducibility. In 
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NIL (Figure 3.1a), a rigid ‘mold’ containing the counter-pattern imprints the desired 

pattern onto the targeted substrate under controlled pressure typically aided by heat 

and/or UV illumination. Since NIL is purely based on mechanical deformation, it is free 

from optical disturbances, thereby readily producing sub-micron period patterns. For 

example, NIL enables the fabrication of nanoscale metal gratings that can act as 

transparent electrodes[62, 63] and enhanced charge-collecting layers in photovoltaics[64, 

65, 157]. NIL can also define such nanogratings in the metal-insulator-metal (MIM) stack 

to realize a new type of color filters useful for displays applications[69, 73, 158]. 

 

Figure 3.1  Overview of conventional NIL and more continuous and scalable versions (b-

e) that will be discussed in this chapter: (b) Roll-to-Roll/Roll-to-Plate (R2R/R2P) 

nanopatterning, (c) Dynamic Nano-Inscribing (DNI) and NanoChannel-guided 

Lithography (NCL), (d) Localized Dynamic Wrinking (LDW), and (e) Vibrational 

Indentation-driven Patterning (VIP).  
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Despite the simple and relatively low-cost procedure of NIL, the current process 

and throughput in conventional NIL (on the order of a few minutes per wafer) is still far 

from meeting the demands of many practical applications, especially in photonics, 

biotechnology, and organoelectronics. Namely, in typical NIL, the replica area is limited 

by the master mold size because the patterning process is essentially ‘stamping’. The 

steady heating required in thermal NIL until the substrate (e.g. thermoplastics) is fully 

imprinted may be another roadblock to further increase the throughput and simplify the 

process control. 

 

3.2  Scalable and high-throughput micro/nano-manufacturing: 

chapter overview 

In this chapter, we present several continuous and high-throughput patterning 

techniques based on direct mechanical deformation, which are capable of more scalable 

and faster fabrication of small-scale features sub-wavelength period gratings; as 

schematically illustrated in Figures 3.1b-e, some can be done with only small area of a 

master mold, or even need not any pre-defined master pattern. 

Specifically, we first introduce Roll-to-Roll (R2R) NIL (R2R NIL)[159, 160] that 

has been developed utilizing the rolling of a flexible master mold to continuously imprint 

the replica pattern on either a flexible (R2R) or rigid (Roll-to-Plate; R2P) substrate 

(Figure 3.1b). We move on to NanoChannel-guided Lithography (NCL)[161] which 

adopt the sliding of a cleaved edge of a small area of a rigid master mold over a liquid 

resist-coated substrate to inscribe seamless and indefinitely long nano-grating patterns 

(Figure 3.1c). Moving forward, Vibrational Indentation-driven Patterning (VIP)[162] 
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opens a ‘template-free’ fabrication of grating structures. VIP creates micro/nano-scale 

gratings via the periodic indentations driven by the vertical vibration of a flat tool edge 

onto any softer materials (Figure 3.1e). We will also demonstrate how these methods can 

be applied to the high-throughput fabrication of various optoelectronic and photonic 

devices. 

 

3.3  Roll-to-Roll (R2R) nanomanufacturing toward scalable 

and flexible electronics 

Benefiting from the NIL principle but aiming to achieve further scalable and 

faster processing, Roll-to-Roll (R2R) NIL technique has realized continuous, large-area 

fabrication of micro/nano-scale pattern structures[159, 163, 164]. In the R2R NIL process, 

a flexible micro/nanostructured mold wrapping around a roll makes a conformal contact 

to another roll where a substrate typically coated with UV-curable resist is attached, and 

produces a faithful replica pattern as the rolling proceeds under a slight pressure, 

followed by the instant UV curing to crosslink the resist material and set the patterns. 

R2R NIL enables the fabrication of scaled-up replica of micro/nanopatterns on 

rigid and flexible substrates, while providing much improved throughput at low cost[159, 

164]. This continuous and scalable nanomanufacturing technique can be capitalized to 

various applications. For instance, the R2R-patterned grating structures can be adopted to 

the large-area metal wire-grid polarizers (MWGPs)[159, 163] and organic photovoltaic 

cells (OPVs)[165]. There are many other applications that are directly fabricable and/or 

integrative with the R2R/R2P NIL process, ranging from printable/flexible 

electronics[166] to functional organic materials[167]. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs)[168] 
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and graphene[169, 170] of emerging interest as sustainable and multipurpose 

nanomaterials[171] can also be continuously processed via R2R method for transparent 

electrodes and electronic templates. Other reported applications include transistors[172, 

173], sensors[174], light sources[175], data storages[176], fuel cells[177], and 

rectennas[178]; a lot more will surely follow. Not limited to grating pattern, the sub-

wavelength scale dot patterns can be continuously defined on MIM stack by R2R process 

to achieve large-area flexible plasmonic structures, as will be demonstrated in the 

following sections[75]. 

 

3.3.1  Design criteria of successful R2R manufacturing system 

A more successful and reliable R2R NIL can be achieved by choosing the suitable 

mold and resist materials and equipping the continuous and uniform resist coating 

methods. First, the molds for R2R NIL not only should be flexible enough to wrap 

around a roll but also need to have sufficient modulus to imprint other materials with 

better durability. Of another great significance is a low surface energy for clean mold 

release. Meeting these requirements, fluoropolymers[159] such as ethylene 

tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE) and perfluoroalkoxy (PFA), and polydimethylsiloxane 

(PDMS)[75] are suitable for mold films. 

As proper resist materials, liquid-phase room-temperature UV-curable polymers 

such as epoxy-silicon[179], and epoxy-silsesquioxane (SSQ)[180] are overall great 

choices for rapid and continuous patterning free from heating or long-time curing. There 

are several additional techniques to offer further aids for the patterned resist to remain on 

the without being detached by the mold; the mold surface can be tuned to have lower 
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surface energy, the substrate surface can be treated with the primer promoting adhesion to 

the resist coating[160], or the anti-sticking agent can be added to resist material 

syntheses[70]. 

Another important aspect is the continuous and uniform resist coating on a large-

area substrate. While spin-coating is popularly used for uniform coating, it cannot afford 

the resist coating over the long substrate roll or plate continuously fed in the R2R NIL. In 

this sense, roll-dipping or drop-casting followed by a doctor-blade scraping are attractive 

alternatives for continuous and uniform coating, which can be readily integrated to the 

R2R NIL system. 

 

3.3.2  Continuous and scalable fabrication of flexible plasmonic 

metamaterials via R2R process 

Sub-wavelength scale patterns are of great interest for a variety of optoelectronic 

and photonic applications ranging from wire-grid polarizers[70, 71] to photonic color 

filters[73, 74] as they can tune the optical properties in desired wavelengths depending on 

the pattern geometry and structural configuration[69]. In particular, the metal-insulator-

metal (MIM) architecture having the top metal layer patterned in sub-wavelength scale 

can implement such light-interacting metamaterials[181-183] by inducing the surface 

plasmon polaritons (SPPs) at metal-dielectric interfaces[184, 185]. Accordingly, these 

patterned MIM structures have been intensively investigated such as plasmonic 

nanoantennas[186, 187], plasmonic sensors[188, 189], optical absorbers[190], and 

microbolometers[191, 192]. However, the fabrication of patterned MIM structures over a 

large area by conventional methods involving photo-, ion-, or e-beam lithography 
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presents technical limits in scalability as well as fabrication throughput, and has 

prohibitive costs for practical applications. 

Providing a breakthrough solution, here the R2R process as a simple, high-

throughput, and fully scalable process is capitalized to the continuous fabrication of a 

SPP-driven metamaterial array on flexible substrates. Specifically targeting dual-band IR 

filters (covering 6-8 μm and 10-12 μm wavelengths), we design the Al-SiO2-Al MIM 

structure with the top Al layer patterned into subwavelength size circular disk patches 

having varied diameters in the range of 2-3.2 μm[193]. Using the R2R NIL patterning 

process, such Al disk patterns with few defects are continuously fabricated on the 

SiO2/Al layers deposited on polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrates. The broadband 

IR filtering characteristics are investigated through Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR) 

spectroscopy measurement and the results agree well with the 3D simulation based on 

COMSOL Multiphysics modules. 

3.3.2.1  Fabrication and characterization 

The overall fabrication procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.2a. First a MIM stack 

of Al (100 nm)/SiO2 (200 nm)/Al (200 nm) was sputter-coated on a large area PET 

substrate. Next, a UV-curable epoxy-silsesquioxane (SSQ)[180] was continuously coated 

over the substrate and then a R2R NIL process is employed to produce continuous 

patterns in the UV cured SSQ (Figure 3.2b). Finally the top Al layer of the MIM stack 

was etched by using the patterned SSQ masking layer. In this process, a large-area 

flexible mold having hole patterns with 600 nm depth was first fabricated by stamping a 

4"-wafer scale Si pillar master onto a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) pad (Figure 3.2c), 
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and the process can be repeated to cover larger areas. The fabrication of the Si master 

mold follows a similar procedure that can be found elsewhere[194]. The PDMS pad 

bearing the negative replicas of the Si master was wrapped around a roll in the 6"-

compatible R2R NIL apparatus that was previously described[164]. The UV-curable 

epoxy-SSQ resist was diluted in propylene glycol methyl ether acetate (PGMEA) and 

coated as a uniform thin film on the MIM-stacked PET substrate by using a motorized 6"-

compatible coating module. A 2 min soft-baking at 50 °C removes the PGMEA solvent 

from the SSQ thin film, and the roll bearing the SSQ-coated substrate and supported by 

an underlying rubber cushion layer was put in conformal contact with the roll bearing the 

PDMS stamp for the subsequent R2R NIL process. 

 

Figure 3.2  (a) Illustration of the overall fabrication procedure of the MIM-based 

plasmonic metamaterial structure. The SSQ pattern was continuously created on the 

MIM-deposited PET substrate by the R2R NIL process which is schematically depicted 

in detail in (b). The flexible large-are PDMS mold having the hole pattern shown in (c) is 

rolling over a SSQ-coated Al/SiO2/Al/PET substrate under conformal contact, imprinting 

the SSQ dot pattern with a very thin residual layer as indicated in (d).  
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The R2R NIL process was conducted at the speed of as fast as 1 m/min to imprint 

the SSQ patterns. As demonstrated in Figure 3.2d, the R2R NIL process successfully 

patterns the SSQ layer, and the following etching process faithfully defines the Al disk 

array on the MIM stack-coated flexible PET substrate. Since the uncured SSQ remains a 

viscous liquid film after the coating and soft-baking, it can be readily drawn to fill the 

hole patterns in PDMS by the capillary force induced by the confinement of the PDMS 

microstructure at contact[195], and the resulting disk patterns can be formed without the 

aid of excessive pressure at ambient temperature and environment. The UV light 

(Omnicure S1000, EXFO) instantly cures the imprinted SSQ layer before it is released 

from the PDMS mold. This gentle but rapid patterning mechanism of the R2R NIL 

process for the room-temperature UV-curable resist is the pivotal feature that realizes 

‘continuous’ patterning, and therefore improves the fabrication throughput and scalability. 

Furthermore, due to excellent conformal contact between the polymer substrate and the 

PDMS mold, the residual layer of SSQ after imprinting could be controlled to an almost 

negligible thickness in this process and easily removed by a slight reactive ion etching 

(RIE) if needed[180]. The subsequent wet or dry etching of the top Al layer[196] 

completes the final MIM structure comprising the Al disk patterns on the SiO2/Al layers 

(Figure3.3). Figure 3.3a demonstrates the fabricated MIM pattern on the flexible PET 

substrate with few defects. The enlarged top view (Figure 3.3b) reveals that the Al disks 

with four different diameters of 2, 2.4, 2.8, and 3.2 μm are arrayed with 300, 500, 700, 

and 900 nm spacings. The final pattern geometry is almost identical to that of the original 

design (depicted in the upper right of Figure 3.3b), which ascertains the excellent 

reliability and precision of the overall fabrication including the continuous R2R NIL 
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process. Here it is noted that the remaining SSQ mask having the thickness of less than 

50 nm (see the inset to Figure 3.3b) may work as a protection against environmental 

insults owing to the SSQ’s good physical/chemical robustness[197], and does not affect 

the IR absorption properties of the structure. 

 

Figure 3.3  (a) The fabricated plasmonic metamaterial film comprising the Al disk array 

faithfully patterned via the R2R NIL process on SiO2/Al/PET substrates. The scalability 

and flexibility are exemplified in the inset to (a). The enlarged top view (b) discloses the 

fabricated disk pattern geometry that is almost identical to the original design described 

in the upper-right corner. The inset reveals the remaining SSQ mask on top of Al disk 

patches. 

 

3.3.2.2  Plasmonic IR filtering characteristics 

The IR reflection spectrum of the fabricated sample is measured by the FT-IR 

spectroscopy (Spectrum GX, Perkin-Elmer, with the incident IR wavenumbers swept 
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from 4000 cm
-1

 to 400 cm-
1
), and is displayed in Figure 3.4 along with the 3D simulation 

(COMSOL Multiphysics) plot calculated using the original geometry for the same 

wavelength regime. The desired broadband IR filtering characteristics with two 

broadened bandwidths in approximately 6-8 and 10-12 μm wavelengths is validated 

experimentally, and is confirmed to be in fairly good agreement with the result obtained 

from the simulation. Moreover, these properties are independent of the polarization due 

to the circular shapes of metal pattern[189] as well as of the IR incident angle owing to 

the strong coupling between the SPP modes of the metal pattern and underlying dielectric 

layer[185]. 

 

Figure 3.4  (a) The fabricated plasmonic metamaterial film comprising the Al disk array 

faithfully patterned via the R2R NIL process on SiO2/Al/PET substrates. The scalability 

and flexibility are exemplified in the inset to (a). The enlarged top view (b) discloses the 

fabricated disk pattern geometry that is almost identical to the original design described 

in the upper-right corner. The inset reveals the remaining SSQ mask on top of Al disk 

patches. 

 

The disk patterns with multiple diameters in a unit cell allow the plasmonic MIM 

array structure to operate in a wide IR range, which is attributed to the superposition of 

individual resonance dips determined by each disk diameter, thereby yielding overall 

broadening effect[198]. Similar plasmonic wideband IR absorbers based on these 
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principles have been demonstrated by adopting the 2D MIM gratings[186] or 3D square 

patches[187] with multiple sizes. The metal disk together with the bottom metal layer and 

the dielectric defines a Fabry-Perot resonator, and the wavelength λ for the first-order 

resonance is roughly given as 2 effn w   [186], where neff is the effective index of the 

MIM waveguide and w is the diameter of the metal disks. This is confirmed by additional 

calculations; the IR reflection spectra simulated from the identical MIM pattern but with 

the uniform disk size (i.e. either 2, 2.4, 2.8, or 3.2 μm) show narrower dips correspond-

ing to their respective first- and second-order resonances, as summarized in Table 3.1. 

The resonances from each disk size remain almost invariant regardless of the change in 

the period (not shown here), which is consistent with the literature[182]. In the IR 

reflection spectrum, the reflection dips from neighboring narrow bands can overlap and 

merge to form a broadened reflection band when the disk resonators with different 

diameters are grouped into sub-wavelength unit cell. We found that the overlap of the 

four individual plots is nearly matching to the simulated spectrum of the original mixed 

disk array (Figure 3.4). Consistently, in the experiment two broadened dips in the 

reflection spectrum emerge at 6-8 and 10-12 μm wavelengths with the appearances of 

combined resonances from four different disk diameters, which are suitable for dual-band 

IR filter applications. 

 

Table 3.1  Simulation data of fundamental and second-order resonances for each diameter. 

Disk diameter [μm] Fundamental resonant mode [μm] Second-order resonant mode [μm] 

2.0 9.87 5.62 

2.4 10.56 6.07 

2.8 10.87 6.64 

3.2 11.28 7.11 
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3.3.3  Summary 

We have demonstrated a practical methodology for the continuous fabrication of 

plasmonic metamaterial films by utilizing the high-speed R2R NIL process. Attributed to 

its rapid and continuous patterning principle, the process throughput as well as scalability 

can be significantly enhanced. As a specific example, we have successfully fabricated a 

dual-band IR filtering array in the form of patterned MIM structures on flexible PET 

films by continuously patterning the top metal layer into the disk array with varying 

diameters. The fabricated metamaterial structure exhibits the desired broadband IR 

filtering characteristics contributed from the multiple resonance dips, which is also 

verified by the 3D simulation analysis. Our method may open a facile route to fabricating 

various metamaterial structures on scalable and flexible substrates at low cost and high 

speed. 

 

3.4  Continuous and seamless fabrication of nanogratings by 

NanoChannel-guided Lithography (NCL) on liquid resists 

One of the biggest challenges underlying in R2R NIL may be the fabrication of an 

original flexible mold large enough to afford the roll wrapping. Usually starting from the 

small-area fabrication of master patterns onto a rigid substrate (e.g. Si) by means of laser 

interferometry or e-beam writing, the mold must be scaled up to the desired area through 

stepping or tiling processes, followed by the transfer onto a flexible film. In addition, 

there is an inevitable seam region where the two ends of the flexible mold meet on the 

roller, which interrupts the otherwise continuous patterns. Alternative methodologies to 

address these issues therefore must realize seamless patterning without the need of large-
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area molds. 

The recently reported Dynamic Nano-Inscribing (DNI)[199] method can create 

seamless large-area nanogratings on any materials softer than the molds at high speed. 

DNI uses a slice of cleaved rigid grating molds to mechanically inscribe a polymer 

surface to create nanograting structures in a dynamic fashion. However, the elastic 

recovery of the plastically deformed solid surfaces after the release of mechanical 

force[200] limits the aspect ratio of the inscribed structure, especially for small period 

gratings. This cannot satisfy the need for many applications such as metal wire-grid 

polarizers[71, 201] where higher aspect-ratio and well-defined cross-sectional profiles are 

highly desirable[163]. 

To address these issues, we have developed a nanopatterning technique by 

adopting liquid resist materials to a high-throughput nanoinscribing process, aiming to 

achieve high-speed and low-cost fabrication of continuous nanograting structures for 

large-area optoelectronic applications. As a suitable liquid resist, we introduce UV-

curable epoxy-based silsesquioxane (SSQ) which is a viscous liquid polymer that 

solidifies into a cross-linked high-modulus material upon UV curing without significant 

volume shrinkage[180]. Whereas a relatively large force is required to ‘inscribe’ 

nanopatterns on a solid substrate by plastically deforming the material, a liquid resist can 

readily ‘infiltrate’ the openings in the mold grating upon contact under slight mechanical 

force. These nanochannel-guided liquid streaks are continuously extruded from the 

contact region as the mold translates along the surface, enabling continuous formation of 

nanograting patterns without elastic recovery. To ensure the success of the 

nanopatterning process by this “NanoChannel-guided Lithography (NCL)”, the substrate 
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material should have non-wetting property with respect to the liquid resist used in the 

process. The shallow but plastically deformed groove features on the substrate along with 

its non-wetting characteristics prevent the immediate reflow of the as-formed liquid 

nanograting structures until the pattern is fully cured by UV light. 

 

3.4.1  Process overview of NCL 

The setup for the NCL process is schematically shown in Figure 3.5a. First, the 

edge of a rigid grating mold makes contact with a UV-curable liquid resist coated on a 

polymer substrate (i.e. perfluoroalkoxy (PFA) or polyethylene terephthalate (PET)). The 

grating mold is inclined at an angle of ~15° with respect to the moving substrate and the 

contact force is about 5 N. The contact point can be maintained at ambient or elevated 

temperature, controlled by localized heating by using a conductive heater attached to the 

backside of the mold. The heating is used to adjust the viscosity of the liquid resist for 

optimal filling of the nanochannel features on the mold within the processing time. The 

polymer substrate is placed on a silicone rubber film, which prevents the substrate against 

slip during the process and ensures conformal contact to the mold edge with the support 

of a multi-axial tilting stage. As the substrate is moved at a controlled speed with 

respective to the mold, the liquid resist material on top of the substrate is extruded from 

the end of the nanochannels on the mold, as illustrated in Figure 3.5d. A UV light placed 

in front of the mold promptly cures the liquid resist to form the nanogratings with well-

retained profile. Such a continuous process produces a seamless nanograting in cured 

liquid resist material. 

The mold-substrate contacting angle, , can be chosen between ~10° to 35° for 
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reliable processing; too small  may induce excess liquid resist to infiltrate the mold 

openings by capillary action before entering the contact region. On the other hand, if  

becomes too large, the effective mold opening depth, d(cos) where d is the original 

mold opening depth, becomes smaller, which can restrict liquid infiltration along the 

nanochannels at contact. 

 

Figure 3.5  (a) Schematics of the NCL process where the liquid resist is extruded from 

the nanochannels on the grating mode and promptly cured by UV light to retain the 

profile. A slice of the SiO2/Si grating molds having either (b) 700 nm or (c) 200 nm 

period is used at ambient or heated condition, and the liquid SSQ resist is coated on a 

polymer substrate (e.g. PFA or PET). An enlarged perspective view of the process (d) 

illustrates the liquid lines are extruded from the openings of the mold grating at the 

contact region. SEM images of 200 nm period nanogratings formed on the PFA 

substrates at 80 °C (e) with and (f) without liquid SSQ coating. The insets are the 

counterprofiles of each grating structure, evidently showing that the aspect ratio of 

resulting nanogratings can be significantly improved by the use of SSQ layer. 

 

3.4.2  Nanograting formation on liquid-coated surfaces compared to 

solids 

The key advantage of the NCL process is that it can produce nanograting 

structures in a UV curable liquid resist with higher aspect-ratio profiles than ones 
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inscribed on the solid plastic surface by the DNI process. This is demonstrated by 

comparing the 200 nm period grating patterned on a SSQ-coated PFA surface by NCL 

with the grating formed on the solid PFA by DNI, as shown in Figures 3.5e and 3.5f. 

Similar results were observed in gratings of different periods (e.g. 700 nm) and substrate 

materials (e.g. PET), as can be found in Figure 3.6. 

 

Figure 3.6  SEM images of 700 nm period nanogratings formed on the PFA substrates (a) 

with and (b) without SSQ coating, and formed on the PET substrates (c) with and (d) 

without SSQ coating. All are processed at  80 °C. The insets are the counterprofiles of 

each grating structure, evidently showing that the aspect ratio of resulting nanogratings 

can be significantly enhanced by the use of SSQ layer. These are all consistent with the 

result obtained in 200 nm period nanogratings on PFA substrates (Figures 3.5e and 3.5f). 

 

For the normal DNI patterning on solids, the plastic deformation by mechanical 

inscription that forms the nanograting is inherently limited by the elastic recovery process. 

This effect hampers a reliable patterning of nanograting of smaller periods (e.g. 200 nm 

period) even under a very large mechanical load. In comparison, in the new NCL process, 

the liquid resist material can be readily filled into the nanochannels on the SiO2/Si grating 
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mold due to viscous flow, similar to the polymer flow process in Nanoimprint 

Lithography (NIL)[9]. Excessive liquid is continuously swept away by the mold until the 

process terminates, which is confirmed by the experiments where the same nanograting 

structures are obtained despite different thicknesses of the initial SSQ resist. The final 

pattern appears to have slightly rounded corners due to the reflow of as-patterned 

polymer liquid grating before it is fully cured, similar to the previous reports[202, 203]. 

However, the as-extruded liquid streaks on the underlying surface can mostly sustain the 

structures without significant immediate reflow by the control of wetting properties, as 

will be explained in detail. 

 

3.4.3  Interactive influence of resist wettability and substrate topography 

In NCL, the liquid-solid interaction plays a critical role in determining the final 

profile of the nanostructures. This is because the as-formed liquid SSQ grating extruded 

from the nanochannel should be able to maintain its profile rather than immediate reflow 

before it is cured, which is directly related to the wetting property of the solid surface. 

Interestingly, we found that the solid substrate surface underneath the liquid SSQ layer 

appears to be simultaneously inscribed during the process (Figure 3.7). The inscribed 

profile on PFA substrate is more pronounced than that of PET; and the SSQ grating has 

more faithfully replicated profile on PFA but not on PET substrate. We believe that the 

nanograting formation in the NCL process is dictated by two main factors: (1) the wetting 

characteristics of liquid SSQ on the solid surfaces, and (2) the deformation characteristics 

of the solid surface. Therefore both the surface energy and elastic moduli of the solid 

substrate are important in this process. 
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Figure 3.7  SEM image of the exposed underlying PFA surfaces after the NCL process, 

showing deformed morphology along the mold transfer direction. The sample was 

fabricated by applying the 200 nm period mold on the SSQ-coated PFA substrate at 

80 °C, followed by full curing under intense UV light. To make this boundary, the fully 

cured SSQ/PFA nanograting sample was first vapor-treated with Silquest A-187 at 90 °C 

for 5 min. Next, epoxysilicone was partially applied (drop-casting) and UV-cured, then 

was quickly delaminated by a razor blade. The SSQ/PFA grating at the boundary look 

somewhat stuck to each other because of capillary infiltration of residual epoxysilicone. 

 

Figure 3.8 compares the nanograting formation characteristics on solid materials 

(i.e. PFA and PET) having different elastic modulus; and SSQ liquid resist also has 

different wetting behaviors on the two substrates due to the different surface energies of 

the two substrates. The contact angles of a liquid SSQ droplet on the flat PFA and PET 

surfaces at room temperature were 67.9° and 20.1°, respectively (Figures 3.8a1 and 

3.8b1). The large contact angle and the resultant non-wetting behavior of liquid SSQ on 

PFA will stabilize the as-formed liquid grating against reflow, allowing time for it to be 

cured and solidified (Figure 3.8a). In fact, it was observed that the grating profile 

remains almost static regardless of the UV curing time, confirming the self-stabilization 

of the as-extruded liquid lines from the nanochannles on the mold on PFA. In contrast, 

the small contact angle between liquid SSQ on PET dictates a good wetting behavior of 

the SSQ on PET that results in quick reflow of the as-formed nanograting structure 

(Figure 3.8b). One should also take into account that during the NCL process the 
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underlying PFA surface having a smaller modulus (E ~0.5 GPa) is deformed more than 

PET (E ~3 GPa). Thus, as schematically shown in Figure 3.8a2, the as-formed liquid 

SSQ grating sitting on top of the inscribed PFA grating benefits from the large contact 

angle at SSQ-PFA interfaces and maintains a vertical profile, which is essential to obtain 

high aspect-ratio nanograting structures. On the other hand, the shallow profile in PET 

due to its high modulus and the low contact angle of SSQ cannot efficiently prevent the 

lateral reflow of the liquid resist pattern before it is fully cured. 

 

Figure 3.8  Diagrams of nanograting formations by the NCL process on SSQ-coated (a) 

PFA and (b) PET substrates. At contact, liquid resist is filled into the nanochannels on the 

mold and solid substrate is plastically inscribed by the sharp edge of the grating mold. 

The inscribed solid surface undergoes elastic recovery while the as-formed liquid 

experiences reflow depending on its wettability on the solid surface. Final grating 

geometry is determined by the cooperative effect of liquid wetting and substrate 

topography. The contact angle of SSQ droplets is much larger on PFA than on PET ((a1) 

and (b1)). Meanwhile, PFA is deformed more than PET due to its smaller modulus, 

which helps to maintain a vertical profile of the SSQ ridges on top. This is comparatively 

depicted in (a2) and (b2) where the subsequent reflow directions are marked with arrows. 

The SSQ reflow on PFA is effectively restricted by the local contact with SSQ-repellant 

PFA grooves, whereas the as-formed liquid SSQ lines on the PET surface shortly 

collapse due to the better wettability on PET along with the insufficient local deformation 

of the PET surface. Accordingly, the resulting nanogratings processed at 80 °C ((a3) and 

(b3)) show that more faithful, higher aspect-ratio nanogratings can be created on the 

SSQ-coated PFA surface (inset to (a3) shows the counterprofile of a cross-section).  
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To further verify the wetting-dependent mechanism, we modify the surface of the 

PET by fluorosilane coating to render it non-wetting to SSQ. Figure 3.9 compares 700 

nm period SSQ nanograting formed on the normal and fluorosilane-treated PET (F-PET) 

substrates by NCL, respectively, which demonstrates that the pattern profiles can be 

tuned by different wetting conditions on the same material substrate. Here, a much larger 

contact angle of SSQ to the F-PET prevents the wetting-induced reflow of liquid SSQ 

and allows time for the as-formed SSQ grating to be fully cured before it is relaxed by the 

reflow. This may enable the fabrication of high aspect-ratio nanogratings on hard 

surfaces which cannot usually form very deep patterns under normal circumstances. 

 

Figure 3.9  Comparison of nanogratings formed on the surfaces of the same material with 

different surface properties: (a) normal PET and (b) fluorosilane-treated PET (F-PET). A 

significant increase in contact angle is observed in a F-PET surface, resulting in the 

nanograting (processed at 80 °C) with higher aspect ratio which is attributed to the 

improved non-wetting characteristic of the substrate surface that mitigates the reflow of 

the as-formed liquid resist grating. ases as the temperature increases up to ~80-90 °C. 

SSQ starts to cure beyond ~90 °C, causing increase in viscosity.  
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3.4.4  Temperature-controlled grating heights 

Understanding the flow characteristics of the liquid SSQ material, such as 

viscosity, is important to determine the channel filling behavior in the NCL process prior 

to the UV curing. We observed that the viscosity of the liquid SSQ decreases with the 

increasing temperature from room temperature up to around 80 C, as presented in 

Figure 3.10a. It was also confirmed that liquid SSQ behaves as a Newtonian fluid since 

the viscosity remains constant and shear stress increases linearly with the sweeping shear 

rate[161]. For a Newtonian liquid such as liquid SSQ, and assuming laminar flow, the 

velocity, u, at which a mold channel is filled is proportional to (L/) [204], where  is 

shear stress, L is the channel width, and  is the viscosity of the SSQ liquid material. This 

is consistent with the cavity filling time in regular NIL process[1]. 

 

Figure 3.10  (a) Viscosity of liquid SSQ as a function of temperature. The SSQ viscosity 

decreases as the temperature increases up to ~80-90 °C. SSQ starts to cure beyond 

~90 °C, causing increase in viscosity. (b) The grating depths measured from the 

counterprofiles of 200 nm period nanogratings formed on SSQ-coated PFA substrates at 

different temperatures. The values are averaged over three different positions for each 

case. 
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In NCL, this relationship suggests that for the same applied pressure, and given a 

similar process speed, a grating pattern with a greater depth can be obtained for a lower 

viscosity SSQ due to a more complete filling of the nanochannels by the liquid SSQ, 

which can be achieved by a higher processing temperature (Figure 3.10b). The pattern 

depth becomes smaller at 100 C than at 80 C because the heat causes partial curing of 

the SSQ resist and therefore an increase in SSQ viscosity. A similar trend is observed 

when using PET as substrates, as shown in Figure 3.11. 

 

Figure 3.11  SEM images of 700 nm period nanogratings formed on the SSQ-coated PET 

substrates at different processing temperatures: (a) room temperature, (b) 50 °C, (c) 80 °C, 

and (d) 100 °C. The viscosity of SSQ as a function of temperature is shown in (e), with 

the marks at which (a)-(d) are processed. The grating depth appears to increase with more 

faithful profiles from room temperature up to 80 °C, as the SSQ viscosity decreases, 

while it appears to become shallower when processed at 100 °C at which the SSQ 

viscosity increases because of curing effect. The viscosity measurement becomes 

unstable after 90 °C presumably due to the ‘stick and slip’ motions caused by the SSQ 

curing, but the increasing trend is obvious. 

 

3.4.5  Potential prospects of NCL 

We have demonstrated that faithful nanogratings can be fabricated by NCL with 

the feature size as small as 100 nm. We believe this resolution may be further scaled 
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down by controlling the process parameters as well as selecting resist and substrate 

materials showing larger contact angle. Topographies on the underlying solid substrates 

created by mechanical inscription during NCL help the the as-extruded liquid patterns 

maintain a more vertical profile and therefore sustain the shape of the liquid walls while 

it is being cured. In our previous work on DNI, we have observed that it becomes more 

challenging to inscribe grooves on solids as the feature size decreases, which can be a 

limiting factor for the minimum feature size in the NCL process. A systematic study on 

this nanoscale mechanical inscription of various solids is currently in progress to extend 

the processability of NCL down to smaller scales. Since a processing force can be 

controlled to be very small, mold wear caused by continuous contacting can be 

significantly reduced to enhance process durability. 

 

3.4.6  Summary 

We developed a novel technique to fabricate continuous high aspect-ratio 

nanograting structures down to sub-100 nm scale by the NCL, a NanoChannel-guided 

Lithography process, using liquid resists. The procedure of NCL process can be 

summarized as following: (1) A slice of grating molds, typically heated, contacts a liquid-

coated substrate at an angle. (2) At mold-substrate contact, the liquid layer (SSQ) 

infiltrates the nanochannels on the mold, while the edge of the mold simultaneously 

inscribes the plastic substrate to form shallow grooves. (3) As NCL proceeds, the liquid 

SSQ grating is extruded from the nanochannels. (4) The non-wetting behavior of the 

liquid resist against the topographically deformed plastic substrate prevents the 

immediate reflow of the liquid grating pattern, allowing time for it to be fully cured and 
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become solid nanogratings. Since the UV cured resist forms discrete lines on top of the 

polymer substrate that has inscribed slightly, the NCL process can be regarded as a 

residual layer-free process. Therefore the typical process employed in NIL to remove the 

residual layer by anisotropic etching is unnecessary. The final geometry of liquid gratings 

can be tailored by the processing temperatures as well as the surface characteristics of the 

underlying solid substrate. Such a ‘direct-write’ NCL patterning of liquid resists is a 

gentler process than the previous DNI technique and result in much more faithful pattern 

replication, especially for small period and high aspect ratio structures. This new 

technique may open a way to mass-produce large-area, high-quality nanogratings at low 

cost. Such nanogratings can be utilized in a variety of applications such as metal wire-

grid polarizers and plasmonic color filters[73, 158]. 

 

3.5  Template-free Vibrational Indentation Patterning (VIP) of 

micro/nano-scale grating structures with real-time pitch and 

angle tunability 

(This work is done with collaboration with Dr. Se Hyun Ahn.) 

 

 

Roll-to-Roll (R2R) NIL[159, 205] has opened a way for continuous NIL 

processing over large area, where a roll bearing a flexible imprinting stamp prints the 

replica pattern on the substrate roll in a continuous fashion. For seamless and faster 

patterning, continuous Dynamic Nano-Inscribing (DNI)[206] and NanoChannel-guided 

Lithography (NCL)[161] have been introduced to produce linear patterns that only 

require a thin slice of cleaved grating mold.. Nevertheless, all these mechanical-based 
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processes require the original stamps containing nanostructures which should be prepared 

by low-throughput processes such as e-beam lithography or laser interferometry. 

One attractive strategy to overcome the aforementioned issues is to utilize direct 

mechanical indentation to the micro- and nano-scale patterning as long as an indenting 

tool is mechanically harder than the substrate materials. With repeated indenting by the 

tools having relatively simple shapes, the micro/nano-scale patterns can be obtained in a 

continuous and seamless manner. Indeed, nano-hole arrays have been successfully 

fabricated by using atomic force microscope (AFM) for biomimetic dry adhesives[207] 

or ultrahigh-density data storage applications[208]. However, these approaches require 

multiple times of tip indentations and still should be accompanied with the prerequisite 

steps to prepare nanopore membranes[207] or block copolymer templates[208]. Micro-

indentation process using a pyramidal diamond tip has also been adopted to develop 

micro-nano hybrid patterns on an anodized aluminum substrate, which is however based 

on the destructive denting of nanostructures under heated conditions[209]. Therefore it is 

still demanding to capitalize the mechanical indentation to more scalable and controlled 

patterning at ambient conditions. 

Here we present a highly versatile and more practical patterning method, 

Vibrational Indentation-driven Patterning (VIP), to continuously create micro/nano-scale 

gratings on various materials with real-time tunability of grating periods and profiles. In 

VIP a tilted edge of a hard material (e.g. Si wafer) is set to high-frequency vertical 

vibration, where the tool edge makes sequential indentations onto a moving substrate and 

continuously create grating patterns at high speed. VIP can make perfectly straight and 

multidimensional grating patterns onto any substrates softer than the tool material. The 
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grating periods and depths can be easily controlled simply by modulating the tool 

vibration and/or substrate feeding rate. As a result, the period-variable chirped gratings 

can be easily achieved. Furthermore, controlling the tool tilting angle leads to the 

fabrication of angle-tunable blazed gratings. Such structure can be further configured to 

become optical polarizers after angled-deposition of metal on one side of the blazed 

planes. 

Additionally the nature of sequential indentation of VIP process enables the 

creation of nano-scale grating pattern over infinitely long flexible substrate, by using a 

finite size indenting tool. Such a utility makes it very attractive to use VIP to produce 

flexible template for high-throughput R2R NIL. 

 

3.5.1  Principle and design of VIP 

3.5.1.1  Basic principle of VIP 

The working principle of VIP is simple and straightforward. A well-cleaved Si 

wafer edge (or a flat edge of any hard materials) tilted at a proper angle and vibrating at a 

desired frequency sequentially indents into a moving substrate to generate V-shaped 

periodic gratings (Figure 3.12a). In one embodiment, the vibration is generated by a 

high-speed servo motor controlling a rotation with a mass eccentrically mounted on the 

head. The period  of resulting pattern is simply given as  = V / f, where f is vibration 

frequency of the tool and V is the substrate feeding speed. Assuming the edge is perfectly 

cleaved to 90° and the elastic recovery of a substrate after deformation is negligible, the 

indented trench width s becomes s = h (tan  + cot ), where h is indented depth and  is 

tool tilting angle. Therefore, the period of grating patterns can be easily controlled by 
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modulating the vibration frequency and/or substrate feeding speed. As will be 

demonstrated later, the real-time modulation of tool-substrate motion and tool tilting 

degree during a single VIP process can create the grating patterns having varying periods 

and angles. Also, the trench geometry can be readily controlled by the indenting force 

(vibration amplitude) and tool tilting angle. In this paper, VIP has been performed at 45° 

tilting angle to achieve the symmetric V-shaped patterns unless otherwise specified; later, 

the tilting angle will be varied to demonstrate the fabrication of asymmetric blazed 

gratings with different blazed angles. 

 

Figure 3.12  Schematics of Vibrational Indentation-driven Patterning (VIP) with the 

process parameters indicated: (a) side view and (b) perspective view. A mass 

eccentrically mounted to the high-speed motor generates high-frequency vertical 

vibration at the tool tip, creating periodical indentations into a moving substrate to 

continuously produce micro/nano-scale grating structures with V-shape trench profile. 

 

3.5.1.2  Additional design considerations 

Several design aspects may be taken into account to generate more reliable 

vibration in VIP. Stable vertical oscillations of the tool at a consistent frequency and with 

sufficiently high amplitude are of great importance in VIP to achieve uniform and faithful 

patterns. Vibration force (F) generated from an eccentric mass (m) with the distance from 
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mass center (d) at the rotating speed of  (see Figure 3.12b for notations), is given as a 

function of time t as, 

2( ) sineF t md t            (3-1) 

The corresponding vertical response z of the total system (motor-assembled tool) 

with the mass of M is 

2

( ) ( ) sin( )
n
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z t d G i t
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       (3-2) 

where n is a natural frequency given as /n k m  , and G(i) is defined as 

2 1( ) (1 ( / ) 2 ( / ))n nG i i          where  is a damping ratio of system written as 

/(2 )c mk   with arbitrary constant of c. An excitation frequency can be chosen to be 

away from the system’s resonance frequency to avoid the resonance or by increasing the 

damping factor (e.g. critical damping ( = 1)). In this work we adopt the former as it is 

experimentally more reasonable to implement. 

Since the vibrating motor uses a single eccentric mass, there are other degrees of 

vibrating motion apart from the vertical direction. To enable vertical indentations (i.e. 

along the z-axis as specified in Figure 3.12) with minimal lateral (i.e. x- and y-axes) 

perturbations, the tool mounting setup is designed to have much higher stiffness in the x- 

and y-directions. 

Similar to our previously demonstrated techniques such as DNI and NCL that also 

use tilted edges, conformal contacting to the substrate is a key criterion for reliable 

patterning in VIP. Hence, polymer substrates having a certain level of compliances are 

desirable to accommodate conformal contact. This also helps extend the tool life. 
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3.5.2  Fabrication of uniform period gratings with easy control of 

pattern period and depth 

The micro/nano-scale grating structures of arbitrary periods can be fabricated by 

VIP without prefabricated stamps. The grating period can be easily controlled by 

modulating vibration frequency and substrate feeding speed. Figure 3.13 shows Scanning 

Electron Microscope (SEM) images of grating patterns having uniform periods fabricated 

on polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrates. With the vibration frequency fixed 

vibration at 150 Hz (corresponding to ~9000 rpm motor rotation), a 250 µm s
-1

 substrate 

feeding speed produces ~1.6 µm periodic pattern (Figure 3.13a). The same vibration 

frequency with 100 µm s
-1

 feeding speed yields ~660 nm periodic pattern as shown in 

Figure 3.13b. Likewise, the period can also be controlled by adjusting the vibration 

frequency at constant feeding speed. 

  

Figure 3.13  SEM images of micro/nano-scale gratings fabricated on PET substrates by 

VIP. Different substrate feeding speeds of (a) 250 µm s
-1

 and (b) 100 µm s
-1

, under the 

constant vibration frequencies of 150 Hz, lead to 1.6 µm and 660 nm uniform period 

gratings, respectively. Insets reveal (a) deep and (b) shallow pattern profiles controlled by 

the tool-substrate gap during VIP. Note the patterns shown in insets to (a) and (b) have 

different periods. 

 

Here the pattern profile (e.g. trench depth) can be controlled by adjusting the 

indenting force which depends on the contacting point of the oscillation cycle. When 
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indentation occurs at the midpoint of the oscillation cycle where the force is the 

maximum, the deepest trenches can be achieved (inset to Figure 3.13a). On the other 

hand, if the tool just touches the substrate at the lowest point of oscillation cycle, very 

shallow trenches are created (Figure 3.13b). 

By combining higher vibration frequency and slower substrate feeding, the 

resulting pattern period can become essentially as small as desired. The practical limit, 

however, emerges from several issues. The sharpness of the indenting tool needs to be 

guaranteed. It is more challenging for the vibration at very high motor rotation rate (i.e. 

faster than ~25,000 rpm  in our setup) to stay at steady and uniform stroke because of the 

motor resolution. The motorized linear stage used for substrate feeding also has the 

minimum incremental speed (i.e. ~25 µm/s in our setup). Aside from these instrumental 

limitations, the principle of VIP process also predicts that the vertical response becomes 

larger as the vibration frequency increases (see Eq. (3-2)); this is counterproductive to the 

fact that smaller pattern typically requires smaller indentation amplitude. Considering all 

these aspects, the smallest feature size that VIP can reliably achieve with our current 

experimental system is ~100 nm. 

 

3.5.3  Applicability to various substrate materials and multidimensional 

patterns 

Based on pure mechanical indentation, VIP can create grating patterns on any 

substrate material softer than the tool material. Essentially the substrate does not require 

any pretreatment (e.g. surface chemical modification or coating of a resist material), 

which is a great benefit over conventional lithographical technologies. Furthermore, since 
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VIP does not involve any heating or chemical agent, it can be used to pattern 

thermosensitive organic materials at ambient environment. 

  

Figure 3.14  (a)-(d) Grating patterns with 3 µm periods fabricated by VIP on various 

substrates: (a) polyimide, (b) PEDOT-coated PET, (c) 50 nm Au-coated PET, and (d) 50 

nm Al-coated PC. (e) 2D grating structures of 2 µm period fabricated on PC by two 

sequential VIP processes along the perpendicular axes as illustrated on the upper-right 

corner. 

 

Figure 3.14 demonstrates ~3 µm period grating patterns fabricated by VIP on 

various substrates. A polyimide film, widely useful for its excellent chemical/mechanical 

stability, is typically uneasy to pattern due to very high glass-transition temperature (Tg > 

350 °C) and low toughness, but VIP can readily make clear patterns as shown in Figure 

3.14a. Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) is a key conductive polymer material 

popularly used in organic light-emitting and photovoltaic applications[210], yet is 
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vulnerable to the exposure to heat and chemicals. Although we previously demonstrated 

that localized heated-DNI (LH-DNI) could create nanogratings on PEDOT and poly(3-

hexylthiophene) (P3HT)[206], the applied heat might affect the properties of those 

organic materials over times. Here, VIP provides a safer solution to fabricate grating 

pattern on the heat-sensitive organic layers at room temperature, as exemplified by 

PEDOT patterns on PET as shown in Figure 3.14b. 

The thin metal film deposited on a polymer film can also be ‘cut’ into the metal 

grating structures as VIP makes sufficiently deep indentations into the polymer substrate. 

For example, a 50 nm-thick Au film coated on a PET substrate is cleanly cut to form 

discrete lines (Figure 3.14c). Similar is for an Al layer on a polycarbonate (PC) substrate 

(Figure 3.14d); the debris generated by the fracture of Al due to its lower toughness can 

be removed by subsequent cleaning such as ultrasonic agitation. 

Since the tool does not touch the substrate surface between indentations in well-

controlled VIP, the grating structure first formed by VIP along one direction is not 

disturbed by the subsequent VIP process along another direction. This allows sequential 

VIP processes on the same substrate to create multidimensional pattern structures. Figure 

3.14e demonstrates the two-dimensional (2D) grating structure faithfully fabricated by 

two VIP processes sequentially performed in orthogonal directions. Note that such 

flexibility is difficult to obtain in conventional NIL or in the inscription-based methods 

such as DNI and NCL. Hence, VIP can provide a practical alternative to easily and 

rapidly create 2D patterns which are useful for certain optical and electronic applications. 

For example, such 2D micro/nano-patterns can be adapted to the light-trapping surfaces 

in photovoltaic cells to increase the energy conversion efficiency[211, 212]. 
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3.5.4  Real-time fabrication of period-variable chirped gratings 

The period-variable, namely, ‘chirped’ gratings are useful for a variety of 

applications ranging from light dispersing devices to high-power ultrafast lasers[213-215], 

but the fabrication of chirped gratings has mostly relied on e-beam lithography of very 

low processing speed. Recent effort to produce chirped gratings in faster and more 

straightforward way has been made based on gradually increased surface strain from the 

stretched PDMS with geometric gradient[216], but the precise pitch control is still 

challenging because it needs a delicate pre-fabrication step for the PDMS stamps that 

cannot be modified during the process. 

  

Figure 3.15  Grating patterns having variable periods (chirped gratings) fabricated by VIP 

in a single process (a) on a PET substrate by modulating the substrate feeding speed 

between 25 and 120 µm/s under constant 200 Hz vibrational indentations, and (b) on a 

PC substrate by modulating the vibration frequency between 40 and 200 Hz under 

constant 100 µm/s feeding.   
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Providing a breakthrough solution, VIP enables a single-step fabrication of 

chirped grating structures by ‘real-time’ modulating the indenting frequency and/or 

substrate feeding speed during a single process. Figure 3.15 demonstrates chirped 

gratings fabricated in two ways; periods are real-time varied by either modulating the 

substrate feeding speed between 25 and 120 µm s
-1

 under constant 200 Hz vibration 

(Figure 3.15a) or modulating the vibration frequency between 40 and 200 Hz under 

constant 100 µm s
-1

 feeding (Figure 3.15b). This process is especially practical as it can 

be performed in a very simple, single stroke without the need of stamps. Such grating 

patterns having steeply varying periods can further be applied to optical color filters[217] 

and plasmonic antennas[218]. 

 

3.5.5  Fabrication of angle-tunable blazed gratings and application to IR 

polarizers 

VIP trenches are intrinsically of V-shaped profiles (i.e. blazed grating) as 

originating from the indentation of a right-angle cleaved Si edge. Blazed grating 

structures have served as essential components for optical diffractions[219] and 

derivative applications such as optical demultiplexers[220], beam deflectors[221], and 

field-of-view enhancement in imaging systems[222]. However, fabrication of blazed 

gratings has typically relied on diamond ruling or complex procedures involving reactive 

ion-etching and/or wet-etching of masked substrates in tilted angle[223, 224]. 

Here VIP provides a facile, mask-free route to creating an angle-tunable blazed 

grating in a single step by controlling the indenting angle , as depicted in Figure 3.16a. 

Figure 3.16b shows the cross-sections of blazed gratings fabricated on perfluoroalkoxy 
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(PFA) films by VIP at different tool-tilting angles, demonstrating successful and easy 

control of the blaze angles. As the process is purely based on mechanical deformation 

free from chemical or wet process, a very clean and smooth sawtooth profile can be 

obtained, as confirmed by the AFM profiling over the ~5 µm-period 20°-blazed grating 

fabricated on PC (Figure 3.16c). Smooth surface is essential for high performance optical 

blazed gratings. 

 

Figure 3.16  Schematic illustrations of blaze angle control by adjusting the tool tilting 

angle in VIP. (b) Cross-sectional SEM images of blazed gratings fabricated on PFA by 

VIP with different tool tilting angles. (c) 20° blazed grating structure with 5 µm period 

fabricated on PC. Inset to (c) shows the enlarged topology characterized by AFM across 

the four pitches, indicating clear blazed grating profile. (d) SEM images of 45° blazed 

gratings formed on PFA, before (left) and after (right) 50 nm Al shadow evaporation. (e) 

Measured TM and TE transmission from the Al-deposited 45° PFA blazed grating using 

polarized incident IR light, along with calculated extinction ratio (TM/TE). 

 

The 45°-blazed grating structure formed on a transparent film can function as 

micro-prism arrays that can be used in light guide plates[225] or diffusion films[226] in 
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liquid crystal display (LCD) panels. Furthermore, when one side of prism planes is 

covered with metal, the structure conducts directional transmission of incident light that 

realizes autostereoscopic three-dimensional displays[227]. Here we show another 

application by demonstrating a metal wire-grid polarizer, which is fabricated by shadow-

evaporating a 50 nm-thick Al layer on one side of the 45°-blazed grating on a PFA film. 

The period of a blazed grating used is ~ 1 µm, which works for mid-IR range. Figure 

3.16e shows the optical transmission of transverse-magnetic (TM) and transverse-electric 

(TE) modes measured on Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) by using the 

polarized incident IR light. The structure achieved ~80 % transmission in TM mode with 

well-suppressed (< 1 %) TE transmission. The extinction ratio (i.e. ratio of TM to TE 

transmission) is quite uniform at ~85-90 in the measurement range. The transmission dip 

emerging in ~10 µm wavelength originates from the specific absorption of the PFA 

substrate, which can be removed by using different substrate materials. 

 

3.5.6  Summary 

We have demonstrated Vibrational Indentation-driven Patterning (VIP), a 

template-free, high-throughput patterning technique, that realizes continuous, period-

tunable fabrication of micro/nano-scale gratings by vertical indentations of a vibrating 

flat tool edge on a moving substrate. As VIP is based on mechanical deformation, any 

materials softer than the tool can be patterned in one- or multi-directions with full control 

of grating periods. Real-time modulation of vibration and substrate feeding enables a 

single-step fabrication of chirped gratings. The blazed gratings with various blaze angles 

can also be readily created by adjusting the tool tilting. With its simple control and great 
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versatility, VIP may be applicable to continuous and scalable fabrication of functional 

gratings and find further applications in optics, electronics, and energy conversion. 
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Chapter 4  

Scalable Integration of Bottom-up Nanostructures 

and Top-down Nanofabrications toward 

Pragmatic Nanoelectronics 

4.1  Scalable manufacturing of functional nanostructures 

toward practical benefits: chapter overview 

‘Combining’ the continuous, high-throughput nanomanufacturing methodologies 

with multiscale, functional nanostructures, this thesis project approaches its eventual goal 

stated in Chapter 1: the scalable implementation of functional nanodevices to bolster our 

community. Indeed, this spirit has already been materialized in the previous chapters in a 

series of formats including the photoelectric energy converters and photonic devices 

directly fabricated through 3-D hybrid assembly and scalable nanomanufacturing 

highlighted by R2R process in previous chapters. 

Not limited to the novel methodologies presented so far, conventional techniques 

such as photolithography may also be integrated in ingenious fashion in order to realize 

more viable applications. This chapter in that regard moves forward in two ways; (1) the 

ZnO/CNT hybrid system will be demonstrated in more scalable version by adopting 

mechanical rolling process toward rapid-responsive photodetectors and high-photocurrent 
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generators, and then (2) Photo Roll Lithography (PRL) which integrates conventional 

photolithography and novelly invented rollable processing will be presented along with 

its application to transparent conducting electrodes and IR polarizers. 

 

4.2 ZnO/CNT hybrids fabricated via scalable roll processing 

As discussed in Chapter 3, Zinc oxide (ZnO) nanowires exhibit UV-induced 

photoelectric characteristics and therefore have been extensively used in photodetectors 

and light emitters[51, 77, 146, 228, 229]. Also, the sensitivity of their properties to 

surface effects has enabled a variety of chemical and biological sensors[50, 58-61], such 

as gas sensors that modulate the ZnO conductivity by interaction with the oxygen 

molecules on the ZnO surface[50]. However, because such functional nanowires (NWs) 

are typically grown as electrically isolated structures surfaces having low electrical 

conductivity, post-processing such as harvesting, positioning, and/or metalizing are often 

required to make use of those functional properties in electrically addressable fashion. In 

the same regard, it remains challenging to build “macroscopic” architectures that take 

advantage of such functionalities beyond the single-nanowire level.. 

One attractive strategy to build functional and electrically communicable 

macroscopic architectures is to directly fabricate nanostructures such as ZnO NWs on 

conductive frameworks[171]. This provides a means to make electrical contact to a large 

number of functional nanostructures in parallel, and to amplify the NW-driven signal 

intensity above ambient noise levels, alleviating challenges in electrical readout. 

Moreover, it is desirable for such frameworks to be compatible with thin film processing, 

and even with emerging printing methods for flexible systems. 
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In particular, multi-walled (MW) carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are an attractive 

framework due to their electrical conductivity[16], mechanical[230, 231] and chemical 

robustness[232], and high flexibility[233]. Moreover, CNTs can be manipulated after 

synthesis to form horizontally-aligned (HA) CNT sheets[139], three-dimensional (3D) 

micro-features[234], and indefinitely long yarns[235]. It has been shown that ZnO NWs 

(herein abbreviated ZNWs) can be directly grown on CNTs via a low-temperature vapor-

solid (VS) growth mechanism, where Zn is supplied by evaporation of Zn metal at 500-

600 °C[116, 228]. This process was adapted to build hybrid 3D architectures comprising 

ZNWs on CNTs configured in vertically-aligned (VA-) forests and HA-sheets fabricated 

by mechanical rolling of patterned VA-CNT forests. 

We fabricate hybrid ZNW/CNT sheets by scalable CVD, rolling, and printing 

methods that can be integrated with lithographic processing. Then we systematically 

investigate the unique photoconductive characteristics of hybrid thin films, attributed to 

charge carrier transport through the anisotropic CNT network and rapid electrical 

interactions between hierarchically organized ZnO and CNTs. The films exhibit highly 

anisotropic photoconductivity, governed by the enhancement of CNT-CNT contacts by 

ZnO. The conformal Ohmic interface of ZnO and CNTs enable rapid photoresponse (i.e. 

sub-second) upon pulsed illumination as compared to ZnO thin-film photodetectors 

whose response time can be as high as minutes to hours[147]. Moreover, the ZnO-CNT 

hybrid exhibits a large photocurrent of µA-mA, compared to ~nA levels measured for the 

devices based on a single ZNW[236, 237] or ZNW arrays[238-240], at comparable UV 

illumination intensity. The amplitude and direction of the photocurrent are controlled by 

competition between the built-in potential of ZnO and the externally applied bias. 
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4.2.1  Fabrication of scalable ZnO/CNT hybrid thin films 

The hybrid nanostructured film comprising ZNWs directly grown on a HACNT 

sheet was fabricated via sequential CVD processes. First, a VA-CNT “blade” array was 

grown on Fe catalyst lines (patterned by photolithography) by atmospheric pressure CVD 

using C2H4 as the carbon feedstock[78]. Next, the CNT blades were mechanically rolled 

and then exposed to a solvent vapor, resulting in a continuous HACNT sheet where the 

individual blades overlap like toppled dominos (Figure 4.1a)[139]. Then, ZNWs were 

directly grown on this HACNT sheet (Figure 4.1b) via a low-pressure CVD method 

using Zn foil as the source material[116, 228]. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

images of the HACNTs before and after ZNW growth are shown in Figures 4.1c and 

4.1d, respectively. Notably, though this step requires oxygen to form ZnO from 

vaporized Zn, it does not degrade the CNTs because the CNTs are safe from oxidative 

degradation at the process temperature of 600 °C. Owing to the vapor-solid growth 

mechanism of ZnO, in which a surface roughness is essential to initiate seeding of ZnO 

nanoclusters[140], ZNW are formed selectively at high density on the CNTs while few 

ZNWs are found on the surrounding smooth substrate[228]. 

In order to measure the I-V characteristics, Au electrodes are deposited at both 

ends of the HACNT sheet prior to ZNW growth. Optionally, another Au electrode is 

deposited on top of the ZnO in order to characterize the ZnO-CNT heterojunction as 

discussed later. Based on the direction of current flow with respect to the alignment of the 

CNTs in plane (Figure 4.2, insets), we designate the parallel (PRL) device as having Au 

electrodes along the substrate edges perpendicular to the CNTs, and the perpendicular 

(PPD) device as having Au electrodes along the edges parallel to the CNTs. Therefore the 
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PRL device is used to measure transport primarily along the CNTs, whereas the PPD 

device is used to measure transport in the perpendicular direction which is dominated by 

CNT-CNT junctions. 

 

Figure 4.1  Fabrication of ZnO/CNT 

hybrid devices: (a) Perspective view of 

the mechanical rolling process to 

transform the vertically-aligned CNT 

(VA-CNT) blades into horizontally-

aligned CNT (HA-CNT) sheets serving 

as electrically addressable substrates 

for subsequent ZNW growth. (b) Side 

view of the conformal ZNWs directly 

grown on the Au-deposited HA-CNTs; 

Au electrodes are deposited on both 

ends of HA-CNTs prior to ZNW 

integration in the way the electrons 

flow either along (i.e. parallel (PRL) 

configuration) or across (i.e. perpen-

dicular (PPD) configuration) the CNT 

alignment direction. (c) SEM image of 

an as-processed HA-CNT; inset shows 

low-magnification view, disclosing the 

height of VA-CNT blades is controlled 

for them to be slightly overlapped with 

each other when rolled down, forming 

a continuous, scalable HA-CNT sheet. 

(d) SEM image of ZNW-grown HA-

CNT surface, indicating high-density 

ZNW structure is conformally grown 

on the underlying CNTs; inset reveals 

the enlarged view of ZNWs that are 

randomly oriented with approximately 

25-50 nm diameter and 300-500 nm 

length in average. (e) TEM image taken 

at the initial growth stage where ZnO 

nanoclusters are being formed between 

the CNT strands and (f) its schematic 

(top) and circuit (bottom) diagrams 

comparatively demonstrating the 

electrical connection of ZnO over the 

neighboring CNTs.  
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4.2.2  Anisotropic electrical and photoconductive properties 

For both PRL and PPD configurations, the device conductivity increases after 

ZNW/ZnO growth due to the electrical contribution of the semiconducting ZnO coating 

on the CNTs[228]. Figure 4.2 shows the I-V curves measured under continuous voltage 

sweep before and after ZnO growth. The increase in conductivity is much greater in the 

PPD configuration (340%) than the parallel configuration (13 %) as indicated in Table 

4.1. This anisotropy in electrical conductivity is because the ZnO deposited on the CNTs 

plays a greater role in improving the connectivity of CNT-CNT junctions which dominate 

transport in the perpendicular direction, compared to the conduction along the CNTs. It 

has been shown previously that CNT-CNT conduction is dominated by electron 

hopping[141], and we expect that the nanoscale ZnO contacts significantly reduce the 

contact resistance between the CNTs in the HA-CNT sheets. This argument was 

experimentally clarified by the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging of the 

ZnO/CNT hybrid structure (Figure 4.1e) where the growth process was halted on 

purpose at the initial ZnO nucleation stage. It can be seen that ZnO nanoclusters are 

attached across the multiple CNT strands, which will be followed by additional 

nucleation for further connections and ZNW growth to cap all. 

When the device is illuminated with UV light (365 nm peak wavelength, 

corresponding to 3.4 eV) having photon energy exceeding the ZnO bandgap (3.37 eV), 

a proportional increase in DC conductivity is observed due to the photogeneration of 

charge carriers in ZnO (i.e. electrons in n-type ZnO). As indicated in Figure 4.2 along 

with Table 4.1, this increase is more pronounced in the PPD (13-23 % increase from UV-

off status) than the PRL case (1.6-3.5 % increase from UV-off status). Once again, this is 
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due to the critical role of ZnO in CNT-CNT conduction in the PPD configuration. The 

change in conductivity of ZnO upon UV illumination has a greater influence on CNT-

CNT junction contact than on conduction along the path parallel to the CNTs. 

 

Figure 4.2  I-V plots of the ZnO/CNT hybrid devices in (a) PRL and (b) PPD 

configurations. The measurements were first performed before and after ZNW growth 

without UV illumination, indicating the conductivity is improved by the electrical 

reinforcement of semiconducting ZnO. ZnO-driven photoconductivity is characterized by 

illuminating the continuous UV light with low (1.4 mW/cm
2
) and high (7.5 mW/cm

2
) 

power densities, demonstrating the conductivity is further enhanced by UV-induced 

photoconductivity. The values and increase %’s of conductivities are listed in Table 4.1. 

 

 

Table 4.1  Electrical conductivities of hybrid ZNW/CNT structures, and effect of 

illumination on conductivity. UV intensities “low” and “high” represent 1.4 mW/cm
2
 and 

7.5 mW/cm
2
, respectively. 

 
Parallel to CNTs (PRL) Perpendicular to CNTs (PPD) 

 

Conductivity 

[S/cm] 

% Increase 

from 

CNT 

% Increase 

from 

ZnO/CNT 

Conductivity 

[S/cm] 

% Increase 

from 

CNT 

% Increase 

from 

ZnO/CNT 

(HA-)CNT 

only 
60.7 - - 1.7 - - 

ZnO/CNT 68.5 12.9 - 7.3 340 - 

ZnO/CNT 

+ Low UV 
69.6 - 1.6 8.2 - 12.6 

ZnO/CNT 

+ High UV 
70.9 - 3.5 9.0 - 23.0 
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4.2.3  Rapid photoresponse dynamics 

The fast photo-switching speed of is one of the most prominent features of our 

ZnO/CNT hybrid architecture. We investigate the photoresponse dynamics by applying 

pulsed UV illumination which generates the photocurrent peak from the background. 

Figure 4.3a discloses a close look of photocurrent peak generated in phase with the 

pulsed UV irradiation of 2-second temporal width for the PRL device without external 

bias. The pulse width is set much longer than the rise and decay time of the photocurrent. 

Defining the rise time as the time required for the photocurrent to reach at 90 % of the 

peak value, and the decay time as one to restore to 10 % of the peak value[241], both the 

rise and decay responses are as swift as 0.3 ± 0.05 s. These rapid dynamics stand good 

regardless of the CNT alignment direction and bias existence (not shown here). Note that 

this is unusually fast as compared to typical response times of conventional ZnO-based 

photodetectors that are on the orders of a few tens of seconds to even hours[51, 146-148]. 

4.2.3.1  General photoconduction mechanism of ZnO 

The photocurrent generation in ZnO has been studied extensively and is well-

established. In the absence of UV light, oxygen is adsorbed on the ZnO surface by taking 

a free electron from n-type ZnO to form a chemically adsorbed surface state. Under the 

exposure of UV light with the energy exceeding the ZnO bandgap, excitons are generated 

and then separated to electron-hole pairs inside the ZnO. While the holes are trapped on 

the ZnO surface, the unpaired electrons are free to flow to produce photocurrent[49]. 

Namely, ZnO belongs to photoconductors rather than photodiodes as the UV-induced 

charge flow in the ZnO is dominated by the excessive electrons in a unipolar 
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manner[242]. Despite its straightforward photoconduction mechanism, the ZnO-based 

thin film photodetectors often suffer from the intrinsic large ZnO resistivity which mainly 

results in high recombination rate and slow dissipation of excess charge carriers[243]. 

 

Figure 4.3  (a) Photoresponse of the ZnO/CNT hybrid device in PRL configuration under 

a 2-s duration UV pulse of the power density of 7.5 mW/cm
2
 (i.e. High UV) without 

external bias. The plot indicates the photoresponse time is as rapid as ~0.3 s; (b) Band 

diagrams before (left) and after (right) the contact is formed between ZnO and CNTs, 

demonstrating the built-in potential is formed in the way from CNTs to ZnO at contact. 

 

4.2.3.2  Rapid transport mechanism in ZnO/CNT hybrids 

In our ZnO/CNT architecture, the metallic CNTs are electrically connected to the 

thin ZnO layer. Figure 4.3b illustrates the energy band diagram of ZnO-CNT system. 

Under the equilibrium state, the Fermi energy level of ZnO is aligned to that of the CNT 

as the ZnO work function (5.3 eV) is larger than CNT’s (4.5-5.0 eV). Accordingly, the 

ZnO-CNT forms Ohmic interface and the ‘built-in’ potential is generated in the direction 
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from CNTs to ZnO. Along this potential slope, the free electrons photogenerated in ZnO 

can therefore be favorably transported to CNTs. The metallic CNTs may allow higher 

mobility of these excess charge carriers and thus reduce recombination until they are 

extracted to the external circuit by diffusion along whichever the contact resistance is 

lower. Furthermore, the intimate Ohmic contact between ZnO and highly conductive 

CNTs enables the UV-generated excess charges to be rapidly transported to CNTs and 

then to external circuit. The nanostructured large interfacial contact may further facilitate 

quick discharge of remaining excess charge carriers when the UV is turned off. 

 

4.2.4  Photocurrent characterizations: performance evaluation and 

application perspective 

We now systematically characterize the photocurrent generation for PRL and PPD 

devices under 5 s-duration UV pulses by varying UV intensities and bias voltages 

(Figure 4.4). The amplitudes of photogenerated currents were indicated by the difference 

between peak and ground values in Figures 4.4a-c. The corresponding current densities 

were then calculated per unit cross-section of the HA-CNT films, and are plotted in 

Figure 4.4d with the relative increase %’s from the zero-bias values. 

Under UV illumination without any external bias, the ZnO/CNT film behaves like 

a photovoltaic (PV) cell as it produces a considerable amount of photocurrent with no 

external power source. This confirms the energetically favorable transport of 

photogenerated electrons from ZnO to CNTs discussed above. Moreover, the ZNWs may 

facilitate more efficient UV absorption by providing much larger surface area as 

compared to simple ZnO thin films. When the external bias is engaged (Figures 4.4b and  
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Figure 4.4  Photocurrent dynamics of ZnO/CNT hybrid devices upon pulsed UV 

illumination under the biases of (a) 0 V, (b) 50 mV, and (c) 300 mV for PRL and PPD  

configurations. Dark and shaded curves are taken from the high (7.5 mW/cm
2
) and low 

(1.4 mW/cm
2
) UV intensities. The photocurrent densities calculated per unit cross-

sections of the PRL and PPD devices are plotted in (d) where their values and relative 

increase %’s with respect to the 0 V-bias values are also presented.  
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4.4c), larger current can be collected under the same UV intensity as the electron flow is 

further accelerated via field-induced drift. Also, the photocurrent increases proportionally 

with respect to the incident UV flux, which is manifested by the same slope for the same 

UV intensity in Figure 4.4d. This is consistent with the theoretical approximation 

roughly given as Iph ~ VΦph [244], where Iph , V, and Φph are photocurrent, external bias, 

and incident photon flux, respectively. 

The intrinsic capacitance of ZnO is responsible for the transient charge-discharge 

behavior observed in photocurrent curves, especially under external bias (Figures 4.4b 

and 4.4c). The photocurrent once generated upon UV illumination charges this ZnO 

capacitor, which is manifested by gradual increase in photocurrent until reaching at the 

peak; when the illumination is turned off, the rate of decay is also governed by the 

discharge rate of the ZnO capacitors. Because the ZnO capacitance is proportional to the 

electric field[245], this charge-discharge behavior originating from ZnO capacitance 

becomes more apparent when the external bias is applied. 

The external quantum efficiency (EQE), defined as the ratio of the number of 

electrons photogenerated (per second) to the number of incident photons (per second), is 

popularly used to evaluate the performance of photodetectors or photovoltaic cells[242]. 

The EQEs currently we achieve under the 300 mV bias and incident UV power density of 

1.4 mW/cm
2
 are calculated up to 36 % for PRL and 21 % for PPD devices, which are 

already comparable to the previously reported EQEs from other types of 

photodetectors[242]. Interestingly, these EQEs at 300 mV bias decrease to 16 % for PRL 

and 9 % for PPD devices under higher UV illumination of 7.5 mW/cm
2
, indicating that 

the HA-CNT channel currently designed to 1.5 µm thickness cannot afford all photons 
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provided by the higher UV illumination. We assume that the excess energy from the 

photons not contributing to generating electron charges is wasted via other types of 

energy including thermal loss. Hence, the EQE of hybrid ZnO/CNT photodetectors can 

be potentially further improved by optimizing the structural parameters (e.g. HA-CNT 

thickness) and/or tuning the incident UV intensity. 

The measured photocurrent density of our ZnO/CNT hybrid devices is 

significantly higher than those of other ZnO-based photoelectric devices either relying on 

bare ZnO thin films[246] or using ZNWs but not employing CNTs[247]. We also note 

that our photocurrents are generated under low-voltage consumption at zero or sub-1V 

biases (i.e. 50-300 mV) whereas previous ZnO-based photoelectric structures typically 

require a few to hundreds of volts. In this regard, our architecture may be applicable to 

the scalable and high-current photoelectronic devices that can operate at low power or 

potentially be self-powered. 

Moreover, as shown in Figure 4.4d, the photocurrent densities generated under 

the pulsed UV input are greater in the PRL configuration due to the high conductivity 

along the aligned CNT axes, while the increase ratios are more drastic in PPD 

configuration where ZnO has dominant contribution to the total conductivity. This is 

analogous to the I-V sweep results under continuous UV illumination discussed above. 

Owing to these high photocurrents, we could confirm high signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs): 

e.g. ~1100 in the PRL and ~30 in the PPD from Figure 4.4a, both of which are 

sufficiently high to overcome electrical and thermal noises on the order of hundreds of 

nA’s. This anisotropic photoelectric behavior along with the rapid photoresponse can be 

exploited to develop fast-responsive devices working independently or simultaneously as 
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a high photocurrent generator in the PRL direction and a more sensitive photodetector 

along the PPD direction within a single ZnO/HA-CNT cell. 

 

4.2.5  Characterization of ZnO-CNT junctions 

Fabrication of another Au electrode on top of the middle section of the ZnO/CNT 

hybrid film as shown in Figure 4.5a (i.e. Au-ZnO-CNT-Au) let us investigate the ZnO-

CNT (semiconductor-metal) junction behavior. Here we compare the PRL and PPD 

configurations again and investigate the influence of the direction of applied bias. To 

reverse the bias direction, the probes connected to the measurement system were 

switched. 

As schematically remarked in Figure 4.5b, the built-in potential has simply aided 

rapider electron extraction from ZnO to CNTs that actually connect two electrodes and 

carry most current in the ‘symmetric’ configuration. Now the built-in potential 

directionally affects the current flow as ZnO and CNTs are connected in series in this 

‘asymmetric’ configuration, meaning it serves as a direct factor to determine the net 

current direction. In order for further clarification, Figure 4.5c shows the equivalent 

circuit diagrams for each case. 

The built-in potential formed across the ZnO-CNT interface is always in the 

direction from CNTs to ZnO due to bend bending discussed in Figure 4.3b. Hence, 

without any external bias, the photogenerated excess electrons in ZnO preferentially flow 

from ZnO to CNTs (Figure 4.5d). Such effect is confirmed by the (+/-) sign of current 

signals indicating exactly the same amplitude but with the reversed sign when the 

measurement reads are switched. 
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Figure 4.5  (a) Fabrication of asymmetric Au-CNT-ZnO-Au structures starting from  the 

symmetric ZnO/CNT device (left) by depositing another Au electrode on ZnO-grown 

area (right). The equivalent diagrams of (b) structural schemes and (c) electrical circuits 

are illustrated, demonstrating the electrons must flow ‘across’ the ZnO-CNT junctions to 

be collected by the system. Photoelectrical characterizations of the ZnO-CNT junctions 

upon pulsed UV illumination under the biases of (d) 0 V and (e) 50 mV for PRL (left) 

and PPD (right) configurations, respectively. The read direction and/or bias applying 

direction are described on top or bottom area of each plot for clarification.  
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Now the external bias when applied, and the existing built-in potential determine 

the photocurrent amplitude and direction depending on their directions and CNT 

alignment. When the external field is applied in the same direction as the built-in 

potential (i.e. “additive” bias), the band bending deepens to form higher electric field at 

the interface. This promotes more of the photogenerated excess electrons in ZnO to be 

transported to CNTs, thereby increasing the photocurrents flowing from CNTs to ZnO for 

both PRL and PPD cases (Figure 4.5e). Since the external bias is applied across the ZnO 

capacitors as well, some of the photogenerated excess electrons contribute to charge the 

ZnO capacitors under UV and are discharged when the UV light is off. This is shown as 

transient charge-discharge behavior in photocurrent dynamics. 

On the other hand, when the external bias is applied along the “opposite” 

direction to the built-in field (i.e. “opposite” bias), the net electric field across the ZnO-

CNT junction is universally decreased after compensating the built-in field, reducing the 

UV-induced photocurrent amplitudes for both PRL and PPD cases (Figure 4.5e). In other 

words, there should be a certain amount of current always flowing along the built-in 

potential when free electrons are generated, which is determined by the system resistance 

(i.e. I = V/R). This presents that the current induced by the built-in potential is much 

smaller in PPD configuration due to its larger resistance. Apparently it is even smaller 

than the photocurrent generated under the opposite bias as the net current direction in the 

PPD device is reversed, indicated by the same (+) sign of current although the 

measurement reads are switched. In the PRL configuration, however, the net current 

direction remains unchanged, as indicated by the (-) sign with the switched reads. This 

means the current induced by the built-in potential is still larger than that from 
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photogenerated excess electrons because of much higher conductivity of CNTs aligned 

along the charge flow direction. In both PRL and PPD cases, the quick change in the net 

current upon UV pulses is always followed by the charging behavior since excess charges 

are still used for charging capacitors. When the UV is turned off, the current restores to 

the initial level while the ZnO capacitors are discharged again since there are no more 

excess charges provided. 

 

4.2.6  Summary 

We have developed the ZNW-decorated ZnO/CNT hybrid photoelectronics by 

directly integrating ZnO nanostructures onto the scalable HA-CNT templates via low-

temperature VS growth method. Due to the great electrical conductivity, the ZnO/CNT 

hybrid photoelectric device can create a considerable amount of photocurrent under UV 

illumination even without the external power source, demonstrating it can serve as the 

UV-powered PV cell. Larger photocurrent can be readily generated by the aid of the bias. 

Importantly, our hybrid architecture realizes very rapid photoresponse which is attributed 

by the intimate Ohmic connection over the large interfacial area between ZnO and CNTs, 

enabling the quick transport of photogenerated electrons from ZnO to CNTs upon the 

dynamic UV pulses. Higher photocurrent can be extracted along the CNT axes, while 

relative change in photoconductivity is more pronounced across the CNT alignment 

direction. Hence, this scalable, electrically addressable hybrid architecture will open a 

way to fast-responsive, low-power drivable UV-photoelectronics that potentially can be 

utilized to multifunctional devices equipping such as current generation and photon 

detection in a single cell. 
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4.3  Photo Roll Lithography (PRL) for continuous and scalable 

micro/nano-manufacturing  

(This work is done with collaboration with Dr. Moon Kyu Kwak.) 

 

 

For decades, photolithography has been the industry workhorse for various 

micro/nano-scale fabrications with the well-established procedure and highly 

reproducible results[8]. Despite the steady progress in developing unconventional 

micro/nano-fabrication and patterning techniques in recent years[9, 155, 156], 

photolithography has remained the dominant technology due to its excellent reliability 

and the globally disseminated infrastructure along with the matured protocol of pre- and 

post-lithgraphy steps such as mask-making, etching, etc. On the other hand, there has 

been an increasing interest in recent years in large-area electronic[166] and photonic 

applications[75], especially those made on flexible substrates, where traditional 

photolithography has not played an important role; instead, further continuous and 

scalable techniques, most notably represented by the roll-to-roll (R2R) nanomiprint 

lithography (NIL), are flourishing for large-area and flexible pattern fabrications[159, 

164]. By overcoming the limitation in scalability and throughput, it has therefore become 

more demanding to revitalize the photolithography technique toward large-area 

continuous patterning with significantly improved process throughput and reduced tool 

cost. An encouraging development was recently made by extending the traditional phase-

shift mask photolithography[248] to a continuous process by utilzing a roll-type phase-

shift mask for large-area patterning while maitaining deep sub-micron resolutions[249]. 

We introduce a new methedology termed Photo Roll Lithography (PRL) for 
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continuous and scalable lithographic patterning. This process integrates two outstanding 

characters of micro/nano-fabrication technology: photolithography and rollable 

processing, into a versatile technique that is applicable to both rigid and flexible substrate. 

The PRL system is created by utilizing a flexible photomask and a rollable UV exposure 

unit, which realizes the continuous photolithographic fabrication of a variety of faithful 

micro/nano-scale features on a moving substrate with high throughput. Since PRL uses a 

flexible and soft mask without the aid of large force or heating, it can afford the 

patterning on fragile substrate materials such as graphene layers. The nature of dynamic 

rolling in PRL further enables the geometrical modulation of outcome patterns using a 

single mask, simply by controlling the rotation speed of a mask-attached roll with respect 

to the substrate feeding speed. As an application, we demonstrate the continuous 

fabrication of optically transparent metal electrodes (TMEs)[250] in the form of metallic 

mesh pattern as well as the enhanced TMEs by patterning metal mesh patterns directly on 

a graphene layer using the PRL process. Then we exhibit the geometrical 

programmability of the speed-variable PRL which then can be applicable to the single-

mask fabrication of the IR filters having tunable filtering bands 

 

4.3.1  Process overview of PRL 

 Figure 4.6a depicts the PRL system which consists of three main parts: a flexible 

photomask, the rollable UV exposure unit, and the photoresist developing module. The 

flexible photomask containing the desired pattern openings is first fabricated on a 50 nm-

thick Al-coated polyethylene terephthalate (PET) sheet (see Appendix A for 

experimental details). This flexible Al/PET photomask is then conformally adhered to the 
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outer surface of a hollow quartz cylinder using an intermediate thin polydimethylsiloxane 

(PDMS) layer. Inside this quartz cylinder, a 365 nm-wavelength UV lighting source is 

mounted and collimated to a 1mm-wide aperture. A photoresist-coated substrate is then 

fed by the linear stage under this photomask-attached UV-installed roll where the contact 

line between the substrate surface and the roll is aligned to the UV exposing aperture slit. 

 

Figure 4.6  Principle of PRL and its application to TME fabrication: (a) Schematic 

description of the Photo Roll Lithography (PRL) process. A flexible photomask is 

adhered to the hollow quartz cylinder inside which a collimated UV light source is 

mounted (as shown in the upper right inset). As the rolling proceeds, a photoresist-coated 

substrate continuously undergoes UV exposure and develop steps, finalizing to the 

desired pattern (as shown in the lower left inset). (b) SEM images of the PRL-fabricated 

Al mesh-based TMEs having varying mesh cell sizes of 10, 30, 50, and 70 μm. The 

central inset to (b) reveals the clearly defined Al line patterns with 1 μm linewidth. (c) 

Sheet resistances and (d) transmittances at 550 nm wavelength of the TMEs fabricated by 

different period (10, 30, 50, and 70 μm) and Al thickness (20, 30, and 50 nm). Dashed 

lines in (c) indicate theoretically calculated values. The transmittances of the 30 μm-

period samples along the entire visible range are selectively shown in an inset to (d).  
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The mask-substrate contact can be adjusted from the contact mode to the proximity mode; 

in case of contact mode, either rolling or linear feeding can drive the isokinetic mask-

substrate movement by friction, while the proximity mode allows separate controls of the 

mask and the substrate for geometrical tuning as will be shown later. As the rolling 

proceeds at a speed up to 5 mm/s with the UV light on, UV light is continuously exposed 

through the slit, defining the photoresist patterns which are finalized after passing 

through the resist development process. 

 

4.3.2  Application to transparent metal electrodes (TMEs) 

To develop tangible electronic applications by utilizing the PRL process, we 

demonstrate the continuous fabrication of TMEs. The TME based on invisible metallic 

pattern was introduced several years ago as a potential candidate to replace the indium tin 

oxide (ITO) transparent conductor for optoelectronic applications[62, 64]. However a 

truly scalable manufacturing process is still lacking. Here we describe TMEs made by 

fabricating metal mesh pattern on either flexible (e.g. PET) or rigid (e.g. glass) 

transparent substrates in a continuous fashion. We first systematically investigate the Al 

mesh patterns made by PRL by parameterizing the Al thickness as well as the mesh cell 

size, then demonstrate the PRL processing of Al mesh patterns on a graphene layer to 

further improve the perfomance of TMEs for broader range of applications. After the 

flexible photomask containing designed mesh patterns is prepared and attached to the roll, 

PRL was performed in contact mode over the photoresist-coated transparent substrates 

having either a metal layer or a metal/graphene layers, followed by resist development 

and wet-etching processes. 
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Figure 4.6b shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the 

fabricated Al mesh patterns with the cell sizes varying from 10 to 70 μm. Inset to Figure 

4.6b zooms into the point of intersection of crossing Al lines with 1 μm linewidth. The 

sheet resistances of the fabricated TME samples of each cell size having varying metal 

thicknesses of 20, 30, and 50 nm were measured and plotted with the theoretically 

calculated values in Figure 4.6c. The measurements and calculations show a good 

agreement within 10 % deviation, validating the precise patterning capability of the PRL 

process. A slight mismatch between the measured and calculated values might result 

from the defects (e.g. metal line disconnections) and/or the natural oxidation of Al. 

Figure 4.6d shows the transmittance measurements of the TME samples fabricated on 

glass substrates, with a bare glass as a reference. To avoid the complexity and show the 

trend more clearly, we collected single-point transmittance values per each sample at 550 

nm wavelength from the sweeping measurement along the visible wavelength regime (i.e. 

400-800 nm). As exemplified with the 30 μm cell data in the inset to Figure 4.6d, the 

transmittance values appear almost constant over the entire visible wavelength range, 

which is highly desirable in most of the applications. 

There is a trade-off between sheet resistsance and transmittance of the fabricated 

TMEs; the transmittance increases with decreasing Al thickness or increasing cell size, 

both of which can cause increase in sheet resistance. Nevertheless, it can be seen that 

dependence of the transmittance on Al thickness becomes very small as the cell size 

increases (i.e. 50 and 70 μm) because the areal coverage of transparent opening becomes 

more dominant. The trade-off between sheet resistance and transmittance can therefore be 

optimized at the mesh cell size of 50 μm in our studied parametric space. Certainly the 
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cell geometry is not limited to square, but can also be other shapes such as hexagon. One 

can further taylor the desired TME specification by choosing the proper metal thickness 

and the cell size, both of which can be fully controllable and readily processable in PRL. 

 

4.3.3  Incorporation of graphene for improved TMEs 

While the TME fabricated by the PRL has suitable resistance and transparency for 

touch panel application, the spacing between the metal lines is too large for it to be used 

directly in other optoelectronic devices such as organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) or 

organic photovoltaics (OPVs), where charge injection or collection occurs uniformly 

across the transparent electrode. This problem can be solved by adding a highly 

conductive layer to form a composite electrode structure [65, 251]. Another strategy is to 

incorporate a graphene layer to distribute the current. Having excellent electrical property 

and high optical transparency[252], a single- or few-layer graphene film transferred onto 

the transparent substrate can directly serve as transparent conducting electrodes[253, 254]. 

However the sheet resistance of the graphene film itself is still too large for many 

optoelectronic applications, e.g. OLED and OPV. The overall conductivity can be 

improved with little decrease in transmittance when the graphene layer is incorporated 

with metal grid patterns[255]. However, it could be challenging to conformally cover the 

graphene layer over the metal patterns in large scale without damaging or leaving 

residual stress on graphene. 

In this regard, we fabricate the metal mesh patterns directly on top of graphene by 

using PRL. Since in PRL a flexible photomask cushioned by a PDMS pad makes a soft 

contact to the substrate and patterning proceeds without much force, a flat graphene layer 
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covered by a thin metal layer can remain intact throughout the PRL patterning. Figure 

4.7a depicts the overall fabrication procedure of graphene-incorporated TMEs (G-TMEs). 

We used single- or multi-layer graphenes and varied the metal thickness and mesh 

dimension depending on the targeted function. Either glass or PET film was used as a 

transparent substrate; Figure 4.7b shows the graphene film transferred to PET. After  the 

 

Figure 4.7  Incorporation of graphene to PRL for improved TME fabrication: (a) 

Schematic illustration of overall G-TME fabrication procedure. An as-grown graphene is 

transferred onto a transparent substrate, followed by Al deposition. PRL is then 

performed to pattern the Al layer to metal mesh structures. (b) An exemplary photo of 

graphene-transferred transparent PET substrate. (c) Microscope image of the PRL-

patterned Al mesh on a graphene/PET substrate. Enlarged view (d) reveals cleanly 

defined Al mesh pattern. Optical transmittance plots (e) and (f) indicate the 

transmittances of bare graphene, bare metal mesh, and graphene-incorporated metal mesh 

samples for different mesh geometry and metal thickness described in the legends.  
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the Al deposition on the graphene-transferred substrate, PRL is conducted to define the 

metal mesh pattern on top of graphene, as demonstrated in Figure 4.7c. The enlarged 

view (Figure 4.7d) shows that the metal pattern is cleanly formed with few defects, 

which is widely attributed to the gentle nature and reliability of the PRL process. 

In our G-TME fabrications, we used two combinations of graphene and metal 

mesh pattern: (1) multi-layer graphene + dense and thick metal mesh (50 µm cell size, 50 

nm thick Al), and (2) single-layer graphene + coarse and thin metal meshes (150 and 750 

µm cell size, 25 nm thick Al). To ensure better adhesion the mesh linewidths were 

designed to be 5 µm, except the 750 µm cell size mesh having 12 µm linewidth. Figures 

4.7e and 4.7f compare the transmittances over the visible range for the bare graphene, 

bare metal mesh (TMEs), and graphene-mesh combined samples (G-TMEs), and the 

measured sheet resistances along with representative transmittances at 550 nm 

wavelength of all cases are summarized in Table 4.2. Comparing to bare graphene, the 

sheet resistance drastically decreased (i.e. 79-97 %) with much smaller decrease in 

transmittance (i.e. 2.9-18 %) after metal mesh patterning on graphene by PRL. 

Interestingly, the total combined resistance (Rtot) and transmittance (Ttot) of G-TMEs can 

be predicted from those of graphene (Tg, Rg) and metal mesh (Tm, Rm) based on the 

following equations: 

1 1 1( ) ( ) /( )tot g m g m g mR R R R R R R             (4-1) 

 1 (1 ) (1 ) 1tot g m g mT T T T T              (4-2) 

where Equation (4-1) simply means that the metal mesh layer and the graphene layer are 

electrically connected in parallel, and Equation (4-2) assumes that transmittance is purely 
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determined by the absorption of each layer. Here the scattering effect is small and 

neglected. The calculated values are well-matched to the measurement data as indicated 

in Table 4.2, confirming that the metal mesh can be successfully patterned on the 

graphene film by PRL with few defects and negligible degradation of electrical property 

of either metal mesh or graphene. 

 

Table 4.2  Measured sheet resistances of graphene, bare TMEs, and G-TMEs for different 

metal mesh geometry and thickness, and their comparison to calculated values. 

Graphene type/ 

Mesh specification (Cell size [µm] / Al thickness [nm]) 
Graphene 

Mesh 

(TMEs) 

Graphene+Mesh 

(G-TMEs) 

Multi-layer 

Graphene 

+ 

Dense & thick 

mesh (50/50) 

Sheet resistance [Ω/□] 

(decrease % from graphene) 
469.8 14.3 

14.0 

(97 %) 

Calculated combined resistance [Ω/□] 

(Eq.(4-1)) 
  13.8 

Transmittance at 550 nm wavelength [%] 

(decrease % from graphene) 
95.2 84.1 

78.0 

(18 %) 

Calculated combined transmittance [%] 

(Eq. (4-2)) 
  79.4 

Single-layer 

Graphene 

+ 

Coarse & thin 

mesh (150/25) 

Sheet resistance [Ω/□] 

(decrease % from graphene) 
1208 131.9 

118.8 

(90 %) 

Calculated combined resistance [Ω/□] 

(Eq.(4-1)) 
  118.9 

Transmittance at 550 nm wavelength [%] 

(decrease % from graphene) 
97.6 94.2 

92.1 

(5.6 %) 

Calculated combined transmittance [%] 

(Eq. (4-2)) 
  91.8 

Single-layer 

Graphene 

+ 

Coarse & thin 

mesh (750/25) 

Sheet resistance [Ω/□] 

(decrease % from graphene) 
1208 287.7 

248.8 

(79 %) 

Calculated combined resistance [Ω/□] 

(Eq.(4-1)) 
  232.4 

Transmittance at 550 nm wavelength [%] 

(decrease % from graphene) 
97.6 97.4 

94.8 

(2.9 %) 

Calculated combined transmittance [%] 

(Eq. (4-2)) 
  95.0 
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In our experimental scope of TME fabrication, for example for the 30 or 50 nm-

thick Al-based TMEs having up to 50 µm cell sizes, the sheet resistance spans from 10 to 

80 Ω/□ while the transmittance can reach up to ~ 90% (Figures 4.6c and 4.6d). This 

performance is comparable to the widely used commercial ITO-coated glass with typical 

sheet resistance of 20-80 Ω/□[62], and more importantly, can be readily obtained on both 

rigid and flexible substrates in a continuous and high-throughput manner. By combining 

graphene and thin metal mesh pattern with coarse geometry, which may be otherwise 

unsatisfactory if working separately, PRL can continuously fabricated the G-TMEs 

having much improved conductivity and high optical transmittance. Thus, PRL-

manufactured TMEs and/or G-TMEs may potentially provide an excellent alternative to 

the ITO panels toward scalable and flexible electronics ranging from rollable touch 

screens to next-generation flexible displays and flexible solar cells. 

 

4.3.4  Geometry-tunable pattern fabrication by PRL 

Beyond the continuous and faster processability, PRL further realizes the real-

time tuning of the pattern geometry, enabling the fabrication of diverse structures out of 

the single mask. Whereas the conventional lithography relies on the static and planar 

alignment between the mask and the substrate, the rolling principle in PRL allows the 

dynamic control of the mask rotating speed with respect to the feeding substrate during 

the UV exposure. In this case, the rollable mask and the feeding substrate are slightly 

separated to allow independent motions (i.e. proximity mode printing). Depending on the 

relative mask-substrate motions, the shape of resulting photolithography patterns can be 

modulated as more specfically described in Figure 4.8a; for example in line patterns, if 
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the mask rolling is faster than the substrate moving, the resulting line pattern becomes 

denser than the original mask pattern, and vice versa. Likewise for more complicated 

patterns, the final geometry can be readily tuned to achieve different aspect ratio using a 

single mask, as vividly exhibited in Figures 4.8b and 4.8c. Fast rotating of the roll mask 

compresses the original image in the substrate moving direction, while low speed rotation 

makes it elongated. 

 

Figure 4.8  Demonstration of geometry-programmable PRL: (a) Conceptual schematics 

illustrating that the period of line patterns can be real-time controlled in PRL by 

modulating the mask rotation speed with respect to the substrate moving speed. Using an 

identical mask shown in (b), more complicated patterns can also processed to different 

shapes as displayed in (c) by such mask-substrate motion controls. 

 

Since the UV exposure time may vary depending on the roller mask rotating 

speed in this geometry-tunable PRL process, the UV intensity can be regulated 

accordingly for consistent and reliable exposure. Namely, slow rotating speed leads to 

relatively long exposure time per one opening area on the photomask, which can broaden 

or even wipe out the photoresist pattern by over-exposure. Conversely, fast rotating speed 
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can cause under-exposure with a dose not enough to develop the photoresist pattern. To 

avoid these issues, the effective UV intensity (T') can be adjusted to maintain the constant 

level according to the following relationship: 

( / )T T r v            (4-3) 

where T is the UV intensity calibrated for normal contact-mode PRL process (i.e. giving 

the 1:1 ratio pattern), and ω, r, and v are the rotating speed of a mask roll, its radius, and 

the substrate moving speed, respectively. 

One unique advantage of this geometry-tunable PRL process is that a single 

photomask can produce a manifold of micro/nano-structures of varying dimensions. As 

an example, we demonstrate plasmonic IR filters having tunable polarizing bands based 

on the metal-insulator-metal (MIM) stack[69] (i.e. Al-SiO2-Al in our design). Here PRL 

is applied to continuously pattern the top metal layer into sub-wavelength size dot array 

to induce surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), similar to what has been previously 

investigated by utilizing R2R NIL[75]. While such NIL-based methods can also 

continuously create the large-area MIM pattern at high speed, it is impossible to tune the 

metal dot shapes in real-time in R2R NIL due to the precise mechanical imprinting 

characteristics. In comparison, PRL can modulate the dot pattern shapes simply by real-

time controlling the mask-substrate motions with the same original mask, thereby 

tayloring the desired plasmonic performance. 

Figure 4.9 displays the flexible IR filters fabricated on MIM-stacked PET 

substrates by the PRL process where the mask rotating speed was modulated under the 

fixed substrate feeding rate to make two different patterns (Figures 4.9a and 4.9b) using 

the identical photomask containing sub-wavelength scale dot pattern. The IR 
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transmittance spectra taken by a Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy  

compared in Figures 4.9c and 4.9d indicate the difference of dip positions and 

polarization characteristics depending on the pattern geometry. Overall, two transmission 

dips emerge at the fundamental and second-order resonance wavelengths, demonstrating 

the IR filtering performance; in the case of round dot pattern (Figure 4.9a), these 

resonances are not significantly dependent on the polarization axis of incident IR light 

due to the symmetric dot shapes (Figure 4.9c)[75]. On the other hand, the asymmetric 

 

Figure 4.9  Single-mask fabrication of tunable plasmonic IR filters: SEM images of (a) 

round and (b) oval Al dot arrays patterned on MIM substrate by PRL using the same 

photomask at different mask rotating speeds. Insets to (a) and (b) clearly discloses that 

the shape and interspacing of the round dot array, obtained by moving the mask and 

substrate in 1:1 ratio, become smaller with faster rotation of the mask. The IR 

transmittance spectra taken from (c) round and (d) oval dot arrays demonstrate the 

tunability of dip positions and polarization characteristics in those two IR filters. 
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oval dot pattern slenderized by faster rotation of the rollable photomask during PRL 

(Figure 4.9b) reveals stronger polarization against the incident IR polarization axis while 

the resonances are blue-shifted because of the shrinked pattern size (Figure 4.9d). The 

result is currently at the preliminary stage, yet suggests a clear and prospective way to 

taylor the desired characteristics in many micro/nano-structured devices by utilizing the 

PRL process capable of real-time tunable patterning. 

 

4.3.5  Summary 

A new micro/nano-fabrication methodology termed as PRL – Photo Roll 

Photolithography – was developed to realize continuous and scalable photolithography by 

combining the advantages of photolithography and roll-processing. Not only can PRL 

faithfully perform the typical 1:1 photolithography but also can achieve the real-time 

geometry-tunable patterning by modulating the relative mask-substrate motions. A gentle 

processability further allows the use of delicate nanomaterials such as graphene as a 

substrate for PRL patterning. We have demonstrated the continuous fabrication of 

flexible TMEs and band-tunable IR filters by utilizing PRL to practical applications. 

Moving forward, PRL may extend its applicability to wider micro/nano-scale fabrications 

and devices that require high-throught and large-area processing and/or the use of flexible 

substrates. 
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Chapter 5  

Concluding Remarks 

5.1  Findings and contributions of this work 

As a ‘big’ picture, this thesis has exploited three main themes: (1) hybrid 

nanoarchitectures comprising complementary nanostructures, (2) continuous and high-

throughput nanomanufacturing processes, and, by capitalizing these novel methodologies 

as well as incorporating conventional techniques, (3) pragmatic and scalable micro/nano-

engineered applications to energy conversion, optoelectronics, and photonics. Ranging 

from fundamental design, fabrication, and characterization, to theoretical analysis and 

diverse utilization, the major findings and contributions of this work include: 

Functional hybrid nanoarchitectures comprising complementary nanostructures 

 A development of hybrid architectures of ZnO nanowires (ZNWs) grown on 

organized carbon nanotubes (CNTs) through a two-step chemical vapor deposition 

based on the ZNW-CNT compatible Vapor-Solid growth mechanism; 

 In-depth observations of structural and photoluminescence properties; 

 An analytic model of nanocrystal growth; 

 An emphasis on yield and scalability through mathematical estimation 

 Thin-film integration and further macroscopic scaling-up by adopting the roll 

processing of CNT templates; 
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 A study of anisotropic electrical and photoconductive properties; 

 An elucidation of general photoconduction mechanism of ZnO and its specifically 

rapid transport behavior upon CNT hybridization; 

 Versatile energy conversion applications: rapid-responsive photodetectors and 

high-power photocurrent generators, with in-depth characterizations of photoelectric 

properties. 

Continuous and scalable nanomanufacturing methodologies 

 Roll-to-Roll (R2R) nanomanufacturing 

- A discussion on design criteria for successful R2R patterning; 

- An utilization of R2R process to continuous and scalable fabrication of flexible 

plasmonic metamaterials; 

 NanoChannel-guided Lithography (NCL) 

- A development of NCL realizing continuous and seamless nanograting fabrication 

on liquid resists; 

- A comparative study: nanogratings fabricated on liquid-coated surfaces by NCL, 

achieving higher aspect ratio compared to ones formed on solids; 

- A study on interactive influence of resist wettability and substrate topography; 

- A study on temperature-controlled grating aspect ratios; 

 Vibrational Indentation-driven Patterning (VIP) 

- A development of VIP achieving template-free fabrication of micro/nano-scale 

grating structures; 

- A study and demonstration of versatility of VIP, with an emphasis on real-time 

period and angle tunability, and extensive applicability to various substrate 

materials and multidimensional patterns; 

- An utilization of VIP process to IR polarizers; 

 Photo Roll Lithography (PRL) 

- A development of PRL integrating photolithography and roll-processing for 

continuous and scalable micro/nano-fabrication; 
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- An application to transparent conducting electrodes, along with graphene 

incorporation for improved performance; 

- A demonstration of geometry-tunable patterning and its application to band-

tunable IR filters. 

Pragmatic applications 

 Rapid-responsive photodetectors; 

 High-photocurrent generators; 

 Plasmonic IR filters; 

 Plasmonic IR polarizers; 

 Flexible transparent conductors. 

 

5.2  Outlook for upcoming works  

(All the topics described in this section are not published yet, are therefore 

unable to reveal full details, but have already been embarked and are currently 

underway. Hence, referencing, reproducing, and mimicking of the contents 

described in this section without permission are prohibited.) 

 

 

Extending the reach of this work by integrating further ideas and concepts, a 

series of highly prospective and additionally useful works may surely follow; several 

ongoing works include: 

Hybrid architectures of vanadium oxide nanostructures grown on carbon nanotubes 

; As another functional hybrid architecture integrating complementary functionalities, 

vanadium oxide (VOx) directly grown on carbon nanotube templates can be potentially 

applicable to Li-ion electrochemical devices as an anode having large surface area and 

rapid charge transport characteristics along with high Li
+
 intercalation capacity. 
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Density-controllable manufacturing of carbon nanotubes by nanoimprint Lithography 

; By tailoring the areal coverage of catalyst films through nanoimprint lithography with 

different period and duty cycle, the areal density of resulting carbon nanotube forests can 

be tuned, thereby modulating the refractive indexes and possibly wettability. 

One-step fabrication of all-polymer waveguides with smooth sidewalls 

; Since a tilted cleaved mold make a 2-D contact to a substrate, NCL can produce 

seamless waveguide structures having ideally smooth sidewall regardless of the 

roughness existing on the original trench mold, thereby significantly reducing the 

propagation loss. 
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Appendices 

 

Appendix A  Experimental Details 

A.1  Hybrid architectures of ZNWs grown on CNTs (Chapter 3) 

A.1.1  CNT forest growth 

Catalyst and support layers of Fe (1 nm) and Al2O3 (10 nm) were sequentially deposited by 

electron beam evaporation (SJ-26, Denton Vacuum, Inc.) onto a p-type (100) silicon wafer coated 

with 500 nm-thick thermally grown SiO2. The catalyst substrate was loaded in a 1" quartz tube 

and placed in a single-zone atmospheric pressure tube furnace (Thermo-Fisher MiniMite), which 

is shown schematically in Figure 2.2. The sample was located 10 cm downstream of the control 

thermocouple of the furnace. After purging with 1000 sccm He (99.999% UHP, Metro Welding, 

Detroit, MI) at room temperature for 5 minutes, a flow of 400 sccm He and 100 sccm H2 (99.999% 

UHP, Metro Welding) was maintained for 5 minutes to establish the catalyst annealing 

atmosphere before heating. Then, the furnace was heated to the growth temperature of 775 °C for 

10 minutes, and maintained for 10 minutes to anneal the catalyst, and then 100 sccm C2H4 (99.9% 

UHP, Airgas, Inc., Randor, PA) was added for the growth duration of 20 minutes. After growth, 

the furnace was cooled to room temperature under a slight He flow. 

A.1.2  ZnO NW growth on CNTs 

ZnO NW (ZNW) growth was performed in the same tube furnace as CNT growth, and 

separate dedicated quartz tubes were used for CNT and ZNW growth. A piece of Zn foil ( 0.6 g, 

99.98%, Alfa Aesar) was loaded at the center position (location of control thermocouple) the of 

the 1" quartz tube and the CNT samples (i.e. plain CNT forests, CNT bundles on TEM grids, 

horizontally aligned CNT sheets) were placed 6-7 cm downstream of the center. The furnace was 

initially pumped to approximately 10−2 Torr, then was heated at a ramp rate of 30 °C min−1 under 

a controlled amount of He flow which was kept throughout the process to facilitate vapor 
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transport. Then, a flow of air (zero grade, Airgas) was added after the furnace temperature 

surpassed the melting temperature of Zn ( 420 °C); this initiates ZNW formation onto the target 

substrates [116]. The pressure was maintained constant throughout the process using a feedback 

control system with a motorized valve, which is configured by assembling a rotary pump (DUO 

010M, Pfeiffer Vacuum), a compact Pirani pressure gauge (TPR 281, Pfeiffer Vacuum), a 

motorized valve (EVR 116, Pfeiffer Vacuum), and a feedback control unit (RVC 300, Pfeiffer 

Vacuum). 

The structures shown in Figures 2.4, 2.6-9 were grown at 17.5/20 sccm air/He, at 6 Torr 

pressure for 20 minutes, with 600 °C furnace setpoint temperature. The structure shown in Figure 

2.11 was grown using the identical conditions except the growth time of 5 minutes. According to 

temperature profiles (Figure 2.3) measured along the central axis of the furnace tube, the 

temperature was 614 °C at the center location and 591 °C at the sample position. 

A.1.3  Structural and optical characterization 

SEM imaging along with EDX analysis was performed using a Philips XL30-FEG, operating 

at 10 kV, with the stage typically tilted at 45°. GI-XRD analysis was conducted under thin film 

grazing incidence mode at GI angle of 0.5° with Cu K (alpha) laser radiation (Rigaku Ultima IV). 

To prepare samples for TEM characterization, as-grown CNTs were sonicated in toluene without 

any surfactant for 1 hour and several drops of this dispersion were applied to a copper mesh TEM 

grid. After drying in flowing N2, some of the thin CNT bundles and/or individual CNT filaments 

remained suspended. ZNWs were then grown on the CNTs by placing the grid inside the furnace 

at the same position as the flat substrates. A JEOL 3011 TEM instrument operating at 300 keV 

was used for conventional TEM (CTEM) imaging. A JEOL-2010F analytical electron microscope 

(AEM) supporting both CTEM and STEM modes was used at the operation voltage of 200 keV to 

characterize the ZnO-CNT interface and its elemental composition through high-angle annular 

dark-field (HAADF) imaging and EELS. The lens conditions were set to define a probe size of 

0.2 nm for HAADF imaging and EELS analysis. A 0.5 eV/pixel dispersion was used that gave an 

energy resolution of about 1.5 eV (full-width at half maximum, FWHM). X-ray diffraction was 

performed on a Rigaku Ultima IV in thin film grazing incidence (GI) mode at an angle of 0.5. 

In preparation for PL measurements, ZNWs were first grown on a 1 × 1 cm CNT forest 

substrate, and then the ZNW/CNT sample was carefully delaminated from the substrate using a 

cleaned razor blade. The ZNW/CNT forest was mounted on a quartz plate using a double-sided 

tape (3M). An as-grown CNT sample with the same size was processed identically as a reference. 
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The PL spectra were acquired using a fluorescence spectrophotometer (QM-4, PTI) with an 

excitation beam wavelength of 325 nm. 

A.1.4  Device fabrication 

First, vertically aligned CNT “blades” were grown from lithographically patterned catalyst. 

To pattern the catalyst, a SiO2/Si wafer was coated with  3 μm-thick photoresist (SPR220) by 

spin-coating at 3000 rpm for 30 seconds and pre-baking at 115 °C for 90 seconds. The sample 

was exposed to UV light for 6 seconds on a Karl Suss MA-6 Mask Aligner in order to 

lithographically define the shape and position of the catalysts. The sample was then post-baked at 

115°C for 90 seconds, and then immersed in MIF 300 developer for 1 minute. Next, Fe and Al2O3 

were deposited by e-beam evaporation on the sample. Lift-off was performed by sonicating the 

sample in acetone for 5-10 minutes, then washing in isopropyl alcohol and deionized water. After 

CNT growth, the CNT blades were transformed to horizontally aligned (HA-CNT) sheets by 

mechanical rolling followed by elastocapillary densification as discussed in our separate 

publication[139]. Electrodes were then deposited on by e-beam evaporation of Au (800 nm 

thickness) through shadow masks that were laser-cut in polyester film. Finally, ZNWs were 

grown directly on the CNT sheet device having Au electrodes by the aforementioned procedure. 

A.1.5  Device characterization 

The electrical and photoelectric properties of ZNW/CNT devices were characterized via a 4-

point I-V measurement using a custom-built probe station. UV irradiation was applied using a UV 

lamp (Dymax, Model 2000 Flood, 365 nm, 75 mW-cm-2). The UV intensity was modulated by 

changing the distance between the source and the device. For the measurements in vacuum 

environment, a vacuum probe station equipped with an ultra-high vacuum system (Varian, TPS-

Compact) and an optical window was used, and the experiments were carried out at the pressure 

lower than 2.5 × 10-6 Torr. All UV exposure experiments were conducted in a dark room to 

exclude any external light disturbance to the measurements. 

 

A.2  NanoChannel-guided Lithography (NCL) (Chapter 4.4) 

A.2.1  Preparations of molds and substrates 

The grating molds were fabricated by nanoimprint lithography on a thermally grown SiO2 

layer on Si substrate, and the fabrication details can be found in our previous works[64]. For the 
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NCL process, only a thin slice of well-cleaved SiO2/Si grating mold is needed since the patterning 

process is essentially based on a line contact with the liquid resist on the polymer substrate. The 

cleaving direction of the mold is perpendicular to the grating pattern for optimal nanochannel 

formation upon cleaving. Thus, extra care has been taken during the mold fabrication to align the 

mold grating direction to the crystal planes of Si. The fabricated mold is then cut to a rectangular 

shape for the ease of handling and subsequent cleaving. To form a sharp and completely flat mold 

edge, a small notch is first made at one of the edges parallel to grating direction by a diamond 

scriber (McMaster-Carr), and is then snapped. Additional cleaning is applied to remove the debris 

generated at cleaving, if necessary. The molds used in this study have two different grating 

periods: 700 and 200 nm, as shown in Figures 3.5b and 3.5c, respectively. To prepare the 

substrates, a sheet of perfluoroalkoxy (PFA) or polyethylene terephthalate (PET) is first cleaned 

by acetone and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) followed by nitrogen drying, and then is treated by O2 

plasma (17 sccm, 80 W, 30 s) to remove residual moisture and increase the surface energy by 

forming –OH surface groups for the ease of resist coating. Fluorine treatment on the PET surface 

is performed by vapor deposition of a fluorinated surfactant, (tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-

tetrahydrooctyl)trichlorosilane (GELEST, Inc.), for 15 minutes at 90 °C. To coat the substrates 

with UV-curable liquid resist, an epoxy-based SSQ (TPhenyl
0.4Q0.1T

Epoxy
0.5)[180] mixed with 3 wt% 

photoacid generator (UV-9820, Dow Corning Corp.) is diluted with propylene glycol 

monomethyl ether acetate (PGMEA) to make a SSQ resist solution containing 10-20 wt% SSQ. 

In this study the SSQ solution is spin-casted onto the substrate sheet at 500-1000 rpm. PGMEA is 

then completely dried to leave a thin layer of SSQ with the thickness of 400 nm – 2 µm. Spin-

casting process can be replaced by a continuous coating method in the future, such as die or 

micro-gravure coating. 

A.2.2  NCL processing 

A well-cleaved grating mold is mounted to the heater-attached holder which is inclined 

typically at an angle of 15° with respect to the substrate plane. A substrate is placed on a silicone 

rubber film attached to a tilting stage. By adjusting the 5-DOF tilting stage (Newport Corp.), the 

mold edge and the substrate surface are positioned to be parallel along the contact line. The 

conductive heater attached to the backside of the mold is then turned on to control the process 

temperature, maintained by the feedback controller (Yokogawa Corp.) throughout the process. 

Once the temperature is in equilibrium, the edge of a mold makes contact with a substrate under a 

slight mechanical force (~5 N, monitored by a flexible force sensor (Tekscan Inc.)). Then, the 

substrate is transferred at a controlled speed (~0.5-2 cm s−1) under a conformal contact with the 
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mold edge, to create NCL nanograting. A UV light source (7.2 W cm−2, EXFO Inc.) mounted in 

front of the mold at 10 cm distance promptly cures the liquid resist extruding from the end of the 

nanochannels on the mold within 10 s, to complete the fabrication of nanograting structures with 

well-retained profile. 

A.2.3  Characterizations 

SEM imaging was performed using a Philips XL30-FEG, operating at 20-30 kV, after 

sputtering a thin Au film (~2-3 nm) to avoid electron charging. To prepare the cross sections, 

because of the difficulty to cleanly cleave the grating samples fabricated on flexible polymers (e.g. 

PFA or PET), they were stamped to cleaned Si substrates using epoxysilicone[179] as a resist, 

followed by UV curing and cleaving. To ensure good adhesion between epoxysilicone and Si 

surfaces during demolding, the Si substrates cleaned with acetone and IPA and dried by nitrogen 

blow were pretreated with O2 plasma (17 sccm, 150 W, 120 s) and then treated with epoxy- 

adhesion promoters (Silquest A-187, Momentive Performance Materials). Thus, all cross-

sectional views in the article reveal the counterprofiles of the patterned resist gratings. The 

viscosity and shear stress of liquid SSQ were measured using an ARES Rheometer (TA 

Instruments), monitored and recorded by TA Orchestrator. To determine both the viscosity and 

shear stress at different shear rates of the liquid SSQ material, a shear rate sweep was performed 

at room temperature by increasing the shear rate of a pair of stainless steel disk plates (1” 

diameter, 0.4 mm gap) uniformly filled with liquid SSQ. Viscosity as a function of temperature 

was then measured by sweeping the temperature at the fixed shear rate of 1 rad/s under identical 

configurations. The static contact angles of liquid SSQ were measured by a home-made contact 

angle analyzer with real-time imaging by gently placing an SSQ droplet (~6 µl) on the targeted 

surface. The presented values were averaged over at least three measurements in each case. 

 

A.3  Vibrational Indentation-driven Patterning (VIP) (Chapter 4.5) 

A.3.1  VIP processing 

A high-speed DC motor (up to 24000 rpm) with an eccentric mass (~10 g) is fixed to an 

aluminum tool holder. The motor is connected to an adjustable resistance circuit to allow real-

time speed control. A well-cleaved Si piece is mounted to this motor-assembled tool holder which 

is inclined typically at an angle of 15-45° with respect to the substrate plane. This tool assembly 

unit was designed to be as light as possible to maximize the vibration amplitude and also to avoid 
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resonance. A substrate is placed on a thin polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS; Sylgard 184, Dow 

Corning Corp.) pad attached to a homemade 5-DOF stage (components from Newport Corp.). 

The PDMS pad provides the attached substrate surface with an ideal flatness by conformal 

contact to maintain the uniform distance from the vibrating tool edge, thereby ensuring stable and 

consistent periodic indentations throughout the process. By adjusting the 5-DOF stage, the tool 

edge and the substrate surface are positioned to be parallel with a small gap controlled to be 

within the oscillation amplitude of the tool edge. With the motor turned on, the substrate is 

transferred by a motorized linear motor (CMA-12CC, Newport Corp.) at a controlled speed (~25-

250 µm s-1), to create grating patterns on a substrate by periodical vertical indentations of a tool 

edge. 

A.3.2  Substrate preparations 

All polymer substrates (PET; Melinex 454, Tekra Corp., PC; Lexan 8010, Tekra Corp., and 

polyimide; Kapton HN, DuPont) are used as purchased or after IPA cleaning followed by 

nitrogen drying. Electron beam evaporation (Enerjet Evaporator, Denton Vacuum, Inc.) was 

performed in case for the deposition of metals (e.g. Au, Al). For the coating of PEDOT, the as-

purchased PEDOT (Clevios PH 500, Heraeus Holding) was spin-casted on a cleaned PET 

substrate (2000 rpm, 30 s) and then baked (110 °C, 15 min) to remove residual solvent. 

A.3.3  Characterizations 

SEM (Philips XL30-FEG) imaging was carried out typically at the operating voltage of 10-

25 kV, after sputtering a thin Au film (~3-5 nm) to avoid electron charging, if needed. A Veeco 

Dimension Icon AFM was used for the AFM profiling under the soft-tapping mode (sweeping 

rate of 2 Hz, 1024 lines per sample). The FT-IR measurement was performed using a Spectrum 

GX FT-IR spectroscopy (Perkin-Elmer) with the incident IR wavenumbers swept from 1100 cm-1 

to 800 cm-1) through a high-quality IR polarizer (KRS-5, Perkin-Elmer). 

 

A.4  Scalable hybrid ZnO/CNT thin films (Chapter 5.2) 

A.4.1  Fabrication of ZnO/CNT hybrid thin film devices 

The CNT “blade” line pattern photomask was designed as the 20 µm linewidth and 1.5 cm 

length with the 200 µm spacing between each line typically in 1.5 × 1.5 cm area. By the 

photolithography using this mask, catalyst and support layers of Fe (1 nm) and Al2O3 (10 nm) 
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were patterned on a 250 nm-thick SiO2 grown Si wafer. The CNT blades were grown on this 

catalyst pattern by the atmospheric CVD process[78] in a single-zone tube furnace (Thermo-

Fisher MiniMite) at the setpoint temperature of 775 °C for 5 minutes under a mixed flow of 100 

sccm He, 400 sccm H2 (99.999% UHP, Metro Welding), and 100 sccm C2H4 (99.9% UHP, 

Airgas, Inc.). This results in the VA-CNT blades having ~ 220 µm height in average to allow 

sufficient overlapping when horizontally rolled down (Figures 4.1a and 4.1c). The grown CNT 

blades were then transformed to HA-CNT sheets by mechanical rolling followed by 

elastocapillary densification[139], resulting in ~ 1.5 µm thick HA-CNTs. 800 nm-thick Au 

electrodes were symmetrically deposited on both ends of HA-CNT sheet by using a shadow mask 

laser-cut in polyester film. Then, ZNWs were directly grown on the HA-CNT sheet device having 

Au electrodes (Figures 4.1b and 4.1d) by the low-pressure CVD under 17.5/20 sccm air/He 

mixture flowing at 6 Torr pressure with 600 °C setpoint temperature using a piece of Zn foil ( 

0.6 g, 99.98%, Alfa Aesar) as a source. The typical diameter and length of the resulting ZNWs 

were approximately 25-50 nm and 300-500 nm, respectively. For asymmetric device preparation, 

an additional 800 nm-thick Au electrode was deposited in the middle ‘after’ ZNW growth process 

(see Figure 4.5a). Detailed procedure for photolithography and deposition and full description of 

CNT and ZNW growth processes can also be found in our previous paper[228]. 

A.4.2  Microscopy characterizations 

A Philips XL30-FEG SEM operating typically at 10 kV was used for SEM imaging. TEM 

imaging was performed using a JEOL 3011 TEM instrument operating at 300 keV. To prepare 

the sample for TEM characterization, as-grown CNTs were sonicated in toluene without any 

surfactant for 1 hour and several drops of this dispersion were applied to a copper mesh TEM grid. 

After dried, the CNT-suspended copper grid was then loaded into ZNW growth process. In about 

1 minute after Zn started vaporizing, the growth process was abruptly stopped by ample He 

purging and cooling, to freeze the ZnO growth at the initial nucleation step. 

A.4.3  Electrical and photoelectrical characterizations 

The measurements of electrical and photoelectric properties of ZnO/CNT devices were 

conducted using a custom-built 4-point probe station. UV illumination was supplied using a UV 

lamp (Dymax, Model 2000 Flood; 365 nm wavelength, 75 mW/cm2 at the housing outlet). By 

adjusting the distance between the UV source and the device, the UV intensity was varied and 

measured by the power meter. For measuring (photo)conductivity (Figure 4.2), the DC voltage 

was swept under continuous UV illumination with the current recording. For characterizing the 
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photocurrent generation and photoresponse dynamics (Figures 4.3-5), a pulsed UV light was 

illuminated with or without the constant DC bias applied between the electrodes while the current 

and time were recorded. All UV-photoelectric experiments were carried out in a dark room to 

minimize external light disturbance. 

 

A.5  Photo Roll Lithography (PRL) (Chapter 5.3) 

A.5.1  Setup and operation of the PRL system 

Overall, the PRL system consists of a photomask-attached rollable UV exposure unit, a 

linear-motorized substrate feeding system, and the develop module. First, a collimated UV source 

core is prepared by housing the 1 mm-wide slit over the UV lamp (CS 2010, Thorlabs, Inc.). This 

UV core is suspended inside a 90 mm-diameter hollow quartz cylinder with the slit facing 

downward, supported by ball bearings at both ends of a cylinder so as to allow the cylinder 

rotation with a static UV core inside. A thin layer of PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning Corp.) is 

wrapped around the outer cylinder surface, and then a flexible photomask (see below for 

fabrication details) is conformally attached onto the PDMS pad. This rollable UV exposure unit is 

then arranged over a 3-DOF stage motorized by a linear piezo motor (CMA-12CC, Newport 

Corp.). The substrates are prepared and coated with photoresist for desired fabrications (e.g. 

TMEs, graphene, and IR filters) as described in detail in the following section. The photoresist-

coated substrate sample is then located on a motorized linear stage and is brought into contact (for 

TME fabrication) or proximity (for geometry-controlled patterning including IR filter fabrication) 

by controlling the stage axes in the way that the contact line between the substrate surface and the 

rolled mask is aligned to the UV exposing slit inside. As the mask rolling and substrate feeding 

proceed either isokinetically (in contact mode) or by independent controlling (in proximity) with 

the UV light on, a continuous UV exposure is conducted onto the sample through the photomask 

pattern. With the peak UV wavelength fixed at 365 nm, the intensity was regulated in the range of 

40-200 mJ/cm2 depending on the pattern dimensions and processing speeds, to ensure consistent 

UV exposure. Finally, the sample passes through the developer bath (MF-319, Shipley) for about 

1 minute, finalized by the following metal etching which can be done in case of Al used in this 

study by additional 1-2 minute immersion in the developer. 

A.5.2  Fabrication of a flexible photomask 

First, original pattern masks were prepared on either a 5” Cr/glass mask plate by using a 
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mask maker (for TME and IR filter patterns) or on a PET film by directly laser-printing the black-

and-white image (shown in Figure 4.8). Using this original mask, a flexible photomask is 

fabricated through the conventional photolithography process. A 50 nm-thick Al was first 

deposited on a PET film by using e-beam evaporator (Enerjet Evaporator, Denton Vacuum, Inc.), 

followed by the spin-coating of a photoresist layer (S1815, Shipley) at 3000 rpm for 30 s. After 

soft-baking at 95 °C for 1 minute, UV exposure is carried out through the prepared hard mask 

plate containing desired patterns in a Karl Suss MA6 aligner for larger feature sizes (> 1.5 μm) or 

a stepper (GCA AS200 AutoStep) for small features (~ 500 nm). The sample with UV-exposed 

mask pattern is then developed in MIF-319 developer, accompanied by the additional 1-2 minute 

immersion to etch the exposed Al layer as well. The residual photoresist layer was removed by 

acetone and cleaned by isopropyl alcohol (IPA) to complete the fabrication of a flexible Al/PET 

photomask. 

A.5.3  Preparation of substrates 

For the Al mesh TME samples, the substrates are prepared by depositing 20, 30, or 50 nm-

thick Al layer on bare or graphene-transferred glass pieces or PET sheets (Melinex 454, Tekra 

Corp.) via e-beam evaporation (Enerjet Evaporator, Denton Vacuum, Inc.). See the next section 

for detailed graphene transfer procedure. For IR filter samples, an MIM stack of Al (100 nm)-

SiO2 (200 nm)-Al (200 nm) are sequentially sputtered on a PET sheet by using a Lab 18-2 sputter 

tool (Kurt J. Lesker). A thin layer of photoresist (Microposit S1805, Shipley) is spin-coated on 

these substrates, typically at 4000 rpm for 30 s followed by a 1 minute baking at 95 °C. 

A.5.4  Transfer of graphene onto the target substrates 

In order to transfer graphene from Cu to our target substrates, we use a technique similar to 

one described previously [256, 257]. A graphene film grown on a Cu foil (Gratom M, Bluestone 

Global Tech.) is first spin-cast with a thin layer of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA, 950 A9, 

MicroChem Corp.) at 1750 rpm for 45 s, and is naturally dried in the ambient environment. Then, 

the PMMA-coated graphene/Cu piece is floated on a FeCl3 solution (Dalpro E-1G) to etch the Cu 

foil. Once all Cu has been etched away (~1.5 hours) the PMMA-coated graphene is scooped from 

the etchant bath with a clean glass cover-slip, followed by ample DI water rinsing, and is floated 

in a DI water bath. The target transparent substrates pretreated by O2 plasma (55 sccm O2, 160 

mTorr, 150 W, 30 sec; Glen 1000-P Asher) are used to scoop the PMMA/graphene stack from the 

DI bath. After completely drying in moderate (~100 Torr) vacuum overnight, the PMMA layer is 

carefully removed through ample washing in acetone, IPA, and DI water, leaving only the 
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graphene layer on the target substrate. 

A.5.5  Characterizations 

SEM imaging was performed using a Philips XL30-FEG SEM, typically at the operating 

voltage of 10-25 kV after sputtering a thin Au film (<5 nm) to avoid electron charging if 

necessary. The sheet resistances of fabricated TMEs were measured using a multi-meter (GDT-

311, Gardner Bender) after 100 nm-thick Al electrodes were additionally deposited at both ends 

of the TME sample after separating from non-patterned surrounding area. For each sample, the 

distance between electrodes was varied to three different values to obtain the exact sheet 

resistance by extracting contact resistances originating between multi-meter tips and sample 

electrodes. The optical transmittance measurements of TMEs were conducted using a Nikon 

Eclipse TE300 microscope with a HR4000CG spectrometer (Ocean Optics Inc.). The IR 

transmittance spectra of IR filter samples were measured by the FT-IR spectroscopy (Spectrum 

GX, Perkin-Elmer) with the incident IR wavenumbers swept from 4000 cm-1 to 400 cm-1) 

through a high-quality IR polarizer (KRS-5, Perkin-Elmer). 
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Appendix B  A First-order Model of Nanowire Nucleation and 

Growth on Carbon Nanotubes by the Vapor-Solid Mechanism 

 

We first define the supersaturation, 

o

P

P
            (1) 

where P is the pressure of precursor vapor (source) and Po is the vapor pressure of precursor that 

is in equilibrium with a solid surface (substrate). 

Because a nanoscale structure has a small radius of curvature, the vapor pressure at its solid 

surface is higher than a bulk (infinite radius of curvature) surface. This is approximated by the 

Gibbs-Thomson equation[134] (using Po above as the vapor pressure above the nanostructured 

surface). 

2 sin
expoP v

P kTR

 



 
  

 
        (2) 

P∞ : vapor pressure above the bulk surface (obtained from standard tables) 

 : surface energy of exposed surface 

v : molecular volume (or atomic volume) of the crystal 

k : Boltzmann’s constant 

T : crystal temperature 

R : crystal radius 

 : contact angle between crystal and substrate 

 

Next we adopt a general model of nucleation of a nanocrystal on a substrate[134]. The total 

free energy change due to formation of the crystal, from the gas phase to the solid phase is, 

surface bulkG G G            (3) 

where 
surfaceG  and 

bulkG  are changes in the free energy in surface and volume, respectively. 

Taking N as the number of molecules in the nanocrystal (ZnO), and assuming the atoms that 

form a crystal cluster as an ideal vapor, each term of (3) can be rewritten as, 

( ) ln

surface i ii

bulk liquid vapor

G S

G N N NkT



   

 

      


     (4) 

where S is the surface area,  is a surface energy, and  is a chemical potential per atom (or 

molecule). 
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Assuming the cluster as a hemisphere having radius R (Figure 2.12a), 

32

3
Nv R          (5) 

Taking 1 as the cluster surface energy, and 12 as the crystal-substrate interface energy 

(Figure 2.12a), then from (4) and (5) we obtain, 

2 2 2

1 12 1 12
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     (6) 

Substituting (6) and (2) (where we take  = 1 and  = 90°) to (3), we obtain, 

  2 3

1 12
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      (7) 

 

In order for the cluster to continue growing, G must decrease as R increases. Namely, the 

cluster continues growing when it reaches a critical size R*; at R < R*, G increases, and at R > 

R*, G decreases. Hence, we can find the value of R* by taking the first derivative of G with 

respect to R, 

*

0
R

d G

dR


          (8) 

Thus by taking the first derivative of (7), we finally get, 

1 12(3.3 )
*

ln( / )

v
R

kT P P

 




         (9) 

 

As discussed in the main text, we now consider two limiting cases: (I) Zn vapor adsorbs to 

form Zn clusters which are later oxidized, and therefore P∞ is the vapor pressure of Zn at the 

substrate temperature; and (II) Zn vapor forms ZnO clusters immediately, and therefore P∞ is the 

vapor pressure of Zn above ZnO at the substrate temperature. It is noted that the vapor species 

over the ZNW growth substrate is mostly Zn while the pressure of ZnO vapor is negligible[258]. 

Therefore, we can consider that Zn is the dominant precursor species over the substrate surface. 

Table A.1 lists the parameter values of each case[135-138] for our growth conditions (i.e. at 

600 °C furnace setpoint temperature). 
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Table A.1  Parameters for the two limiting cases: (I) Zn vapor first forms Zn clusters which are 

later oxidized to ZnO, and (II) Zn vapor directly forms ZnO clusters. 

At source 

(614 °C) 
At substrate (591 °C) 

Vapor Pressure 

[Torr] 
Case 

Vapor Pressure 

[Torr] 

Surface Energy 

[J/m2] 

Atomic Volume 

[nm3] [e] 

14.6 [a] 

(I) Zn 9.51 [a] 0.742 [c] 1.01 × 107 

(II) ZnO 2.37 × 10-9 [b] 0.353 [d] 2.41 × 107 

 

[a] Ref[136]. [b] Ref[138]. [c] Ref[135]. [d] Ref[137]. [e] The atomic volumes are calculated by dividing 

molar volumes of Zn (9.2 cm3/mol) and ZnO (14.5 cm3/mol) by Avogadro’s number. 

 

 

Substituting parameters given in Table S1 to (9), we get R*  11.8 nm and 0.17 nm for case 

(I) and (II), respectively. 

To predict how the critical cluster size changes with temperature, we plot G versus R using 

(7) for both cases, at different temperatures (Figures 2.13b and 2.13c). At each temperature, the 

surface energy, vapor pressure, and supersaturation are also affected. As T increases, G 

decreases. 

A decrease in G at higher T would make it easier to continue nucleating new clusters 

resulting in film growth, rather than to demand newly accommodated atoms seek for energetically 

favorable direction from existing clusters. Figure 2.13 advocates this analytical interpretation by 

showing that the film growth becomes dominant while fewer NWs grow as the temperature (both 

of the source and the substrate) increases. 
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